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Motorola contracted to screen 125 transistors capable of
withstanding the high level inductive voltages obtained
when switching inductive loads. The transistors were to 	 =a
be similar in.performance to those delivered to Rockwell
International for application in the SSME Spark Igniter
System, i.e. Rockwell Specification RES1075.
Planned differences included a change in die bonding to
	
Lf	 comply with NASA T s desire for hard solder die attachment
which further necessitated a change in package to conform
to the required die mounting . system. Evaluation of the
electrical performance and recommended: changes were to be
	
`J	 made during the preliminary build phase of the program.
Device Description
Die:.	 NPN, double diffused-epitaxial collector;
glassivated mesa, 190 x 190 mils.
Package:	 TO-8, steel, molybdenum heat spreader,
gold plated, glass feed-thru's.
- Construction:	 Gold eutectic die attachment,
10 mil Mag--Alum wires, ultrasonic
bonding on die, tweezer weld on posts.
Test. Plan and Results
The Special Device Specification 4BARB64845A (SJ6708H)
was written to provide internal Motorola control of
`J processing and screening of devices in accordance with
;r the NASA contract.	 A copy of this specification is in-
? eluded in Section C.
C4 _
The sequence of testing and test result summary is con-
tained in the Customer Data Summary Sheet in Section B..
The documentation of data readouts is indexed and grouped
in Section F.
f Test equi:pment.used in the testing and screening of these.
devices is, listed in the Test Facility List of Section E.
The first problem encountered was an instability of the
LJ die after 100% high temperature reverse bias when 56 of.
160 devices failed the electrical inspection (reference
R.O. #10).	 The remaining 104 devices went to 100% Burn-
In (49 devices were designated Group B-6 samples. and
168 hr: endpoints were recorded on a separate.tab run;
i.e. R.O._ 	 #55).	 Nine devices failed after 168 hrs., eight
in the standard 100% group and one in the 'B-6 group, but
the remaining devices were stable thru the 2000 hr. B-6
test+
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The second problem encountered was hermeticity failures
(22.pcs) in the B W1 test sample.	 This sample had been ^.
submitted to Thermal Shock (Glass Strain) test and
r-, Terminal Strength test prior to the hermeticity test.
These prior tests apparently damaged the glass to metal
seals as indicated in the Failure Analysis Report
PL-099 *034 contained in Section D. 	 In order to determine.
the specific test causing the glass seal damage, a sep-
arate sample was run through B-1 again with a hermeticity
check made af#,er each mechanical test (see Pg. 10
Special Test iii Customer Data Summary).	 The mechanical.
stress of the Terminal Strength test was determined to
be -she primary cause . of seal failure. -
fl
A computer readout problem became evident in the final
measurements of ,Group B tenting. 	 A number of devices
showed low or no readings at all on BVCES, while the
other mess-sired parameters had normal values. 	 An analysis
K. of the Lorlin equipment.showed a tendency for oscillations
with these devices during the high voltage test resulting
in low readings or no printout.	 All the BVCES failures
^a were retested and observed on a curve tracer.	 Other than
the.tendency to oscillate at breakdown, the devices checked
,- normal and within specification limits.
In Group B, subgroup VI, one device ( SIN 21) showed no beta
reading at 1500 hrs.	 The device beta measured 19.98 on
verification test, a change of -5.6% from the initial read-
.` ing.	 The device. was sent to Failure Analysis for review.
No evidence of a failure mechanism was found but the device t
was delidded and chemically etched during the analysis so
it could not be returned for the last 500 hours of test.
Since no problem was found in the device, we did not list
it as a failure.	 There were sufficient spare devices in
the test to maintain the correct sample.size.
I,
Conclusions: a.
Two major problems developed during the screening of the
contract devices,	 (1) die instability, as evidenced by
the high--temperature reverse-bias failures and (2) poor
glass to metal seals in the mechanical package,; as.evi-..




E` The mechanical package problems in screening surfaced again
in . subgroup I of qualification (Group B) testing. 	 Oscilla.-
tion problems at the computer caused a significant numere of
"bad" endpoint readings in other Group B subgroups but re-
test and failure analysis indicates there were no subgroup
failures.
The instability problem is a serious but not uncommon pro-
blem on high voltage devices. 	 Significant improvements in
lot to lot stability were achieved by the addition of glass--
I ivation to the exposed mesa junctions.	 This type gl.assiva-
e.1 Lion was used on these contract devices to::t;ry to achieve
maximum stability but as demonstrated irr this effort, mesa
F., glassivation alone is not always successful.	 Since the
j inception of this contract, considerable work has been in
process on this .problem due to similar failure .s on standard
production lots. 	 Our studies indicate that additional
glassivation protection is 	 needed over the basically planar
emitter base junction. 	 This technique has recently been
incorporated into production with a marked improvement in
the probability of die lot stability.
C
Another significant cause of instability in Ifigh-voltage
die is the temperature effect on silicon resistivity. 	 A
^. number of theoretical and experimental studies have been
published showing that resistivity peaks at a critical
temperature for each doping concentration. 	 Operation in
the temperature region above the maximum resistivity can
`s result in a run away condition.	 The maximum resistivity
temperature for 50 ohm-cm material is about-160 0 C.	 The
critical temperature decreases with increasing resistivity.
The material used on this contract.had resistivity in the
range of 40 to 80 ohm--cm and the HTRB_test temperature
was run at 1500.C.	 We believe that the high failure rate
in HTRB can be, at least partially, attributed to.the
higher.resistivity devices operating over their critical
temperature.
The glass to metal seal problem is a vendor problem nor-
.:
mally resolved by qualifying packages and vendors through
Motorola's Manufacturing Engineering Department prior to
W•'j a production commitment.. 	 At the time of this contract,
Motorola did not have any product ion requirement for .TO-8
hard--solder packages and therefore had no qualified vendors
for such a package.	 The package used on this contract was
La obtained from the only available source of production TO-8
packages at that time.	 A.full package qualification was
not included or contemplated as part of this effort.
r	 i_
i
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f-, Recommendations:
As a result of this. activity, Notorola recommends some changes
in this device for future applications.	 The same mask and
j basic process design should be used but with lower resistivity
material (25 to 40 ohm--cm) and the added protection of base/
emitter passivation.	 This revised configuration has been sub-
mitted to extensive HTRB evaluation with good.parametric
stability results.	 -Motorola is planning to use this revised
' die configuration to - qualify the 2N6.308 under NIL--S -19500/498. r
A major computer manufacturer is presently qualifying this
die for their product line, and it is presently being used
for a new procurement of the Rockwell International RES1075.
j" Motorola also recommends that future applications of this
device be procurred in a steel To--3 package-instead of the
TO-. 8. package.	 If Mounting space is a serious consideration,
a steel TO-66 package would be our next recommendation.
	
A
production requirement for the TO--8 package would require
J an extensive qualification of packages.and suppliers.
	
The
TO-8 package is not used extensively for silicon devices.
The TO--3 package is the most widely used package in the
transistor industry.	 It is continually tested for relia-
bility through JAN products, high reliability specials and
user reliability programs.
	
This is also true of the TO-- 66
but to a less degree because it is used in smaller quantities.
The computer and NIL product will be built in the TO-3
package.	 Due to prior design commitments, the Rockwell de-
{ vice is being made in a TO-8 package-but a new package source
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SAMPLE PLAN	 ACCEPTANCE DATA
	 REMARKS




NOTE: Three (3) devices pulledfor orrela ion in m asurem nts, #149, 150,.& 151.
NOTE: 151 devices plus 17 (add-on) were pr cessed a two g oups and 3ambined as
follows:










#17,43 74, 81,12 C ,14.5
	
1	 hFE3 #15
`NOTE: Only five :(5) rejects r ulled at this time . froi IReado t #05, Si's: 17, 3,74,
81, & 145. S/N's: 15 6 120 Fulled after Readout #10




Cond. C except . 10 cycles
t(extreme>15min.)







High Temp. Rev. Bias







 C, t=48+4 hrs .
Electrical Inspection 160	 100%	 5_6	 Recorded
24.	 TCES1	 R.o.#10
	






2	 #15 & 20 pulled at this time.
5	 ES/B	 Go No Go
c
1 ' U M070M6/ LA - INC. ^L fs1Y^"'^l° Lr9'eB?7^	 X7^b1Gt^l' ^FMJY$1i 84
^i A.O. SOX 20905. PHOENIX, ARIZONA 66096
CUSTOMER DATA SUMMARY SHEET
TEST	 SJ6708H SAMPLE PLAN ACCEPTANCE DATA REMARKS
PL99.784:
	 LA-1
SIZE AQL LEVEL REJECTS TYPE ACCEP. RE.JECTPage 2 LTPD FOUND N O. NO.
NOTE:
	
49 devices pullel for Group 6 and rocessed concur ently wit Burn-I i.
Burn- In 55 100% 0
Tir-187.5+12.5 0 C .
t,--,168 hrs.
VCE^t20V
adjust IC to maintain
specified TJ
Post Btrh,-ln 55 100% 8 Recorded
Electrical Insp. I hFE3% 1,89 R.0.IP15I ICES1 1 I34
I mech. 1,100
5 damage #154,155,156.,163 & 165
NOTE;	 X-Ray processed in two groups with a total of.47 devices.
X-Ray 42 100% 2 EM Control
MIL-STD-750 #77,10 #5410
Meth. 2076
X-Ray 5 1007. 0 Control
MIL-STD-750 #5966
Meth. 2076 -
Hermetic Seal 45 100%. 9
MIL-STD-750
Meth. 1071
Fame Leak 9 rad.ifl




External Visual Insp. 36 100% 0
MIL-STD-750
Meth ... 2 077
NOTE:	 One (1) device lost, #",0, 22 pulled for B-3 s mple, pulled ior B-5 simple.
Only 5 devices recess d to Croup A s follow.:
GROUP A
Subgroup 1 5 100% 0
Visual & Mechanical
RN i '	 w
P.O. BOX 26905. PHOENIX: ARIZONA E5095.
CUSTOMER DATA SUMMARY SHEET








Subgroup II 5 100% 1 ICED Go No Go
Electrical. Insp.. #166
subgroup. Ill 4.. 100% 0 Go No Go
Electrical Insp.
Subgroup IV 4 100% 0 Go No Go
Electrical Insp.
Subgroup V 4 100% 0 Go No Go
Electrical Insp.
GROUP B




Subgroup . I	 1/ 20 to al 22 0 1
Physical Dimensions 2 spa es
MIL-SID-750 5 5 0 1
Meth. 2066




use of mildly activate
flux is allowable
(Superior 30 or equivalent)











Cond. C except 10 .cycl s..	 .
t(extremes)=15min.











MO T'OROL..4 iJlp . k^i^^t+^^ ^ ^ ^rai^^s rtc^luc ^r ^iui i^ra
P.O. BOX 20406. PHOENIX. ARIZONA 95096
CUSTOMER DATA SUMMARY SHEET
















WT=10 lbs., t=15 sec.
Hermetic Seal. 20+2 22 0 l
MIL-STD-750 spares
Meth. 1071
Fine Leak 22 radifla
Condition G
Leak Rates1xl0-8ATm cc/ ea.
Gross Leak ' not tested
Cond. A,B,C,D, or P
Moisture Resistance not tested
MIL-STD-750
Meth. 1021
omit initial conditioni g
End Points not tested
1/ Used.5 units from B- & 17 units from B-1.
Subgroup 11
	
2/ 20 0 0 1 No Elect.




2/ Used electrical reje ts.











P.O. BOX 20908. PHOENIX, ARIZONA 88086
CUSTOMER DATA SUMMARY SHEET
TEST	 S4670.8H SAMPLE PLAN ACCEP'T'ANC E DATA. REMARKS
PL9.9.784
	 LA-1
Wage 5 SIZE LEVEL
REJECT'S TYPE ACCEP. REJECT'LTPD FOUND NO. ISO.
Subgroup III (Continued




for 7.8 hrs. in each of











environment at 174 db.
End Points 0 R.0.00
NOTE:	 Two (2) devices lamaged on Sh ck Tes ,	 R.O.4k3 (90 & 106), and replacec with
2 more units.
Used same units for ubgrou s III & IV.
Subgroup IV 20 0 - C I Recorded
Safe Operating Area
(Switching)






Test. #1 -'. Q .
tp ,,5mSec,:. .
(vary to obtain IC).
RBB1=10n, VBBl=16V
RBB2=00 , VBB2=0	 .
VCC=25V, IC-7.0A
L=5mH (Super Electric




g"P.7iF^^®L8^ Fl4^:a. ^Fs^^°^	 ^^^mrFvradurctoa^ ^FvF^Fe^r
P.O. COX 20206. PHOENIX. ARIZONAL 81036
CUSTOMER DATA SUMMARY SHEET
TEST	 SJ6708H SAMPLE FLAN ACCEPTANCE DATA REMARKS
PL,99.784	 LA-1
Page 6 SIZE




(vary to obtain IC)
RBBI=100 , VBB2 =10V
RBB2-° O , VBB2."0:
VCC=25V, IC=0..5A
-100mH (Two Triad C48U
in series; 80mH winding &
20mH winding or equLval nt;
DC resistance^l.0.}
End Points 0 R.0.05
Subgroup V	 4/ 20+3 1 1 2 Recorded






TA=2006 0, t=1000 hrs. T tat
High Temp. Life 20+3 0
0- 340 hrs. spares
t=340 hrs.
Electrical Inspection 20+3 I BVCES R.O.#40
(340 hrs:) spares #79
High . Temp. Life 20+2 0
340 - 670 hrs. spares
t=330 hrs.
Electrical Inspection . 20+2 Q R. o.#45
(670 hrs.)_ spares
High Temp. Life 20+2 0
t70	 1000 hrs. spares
t=330 hrs.
Electrical Inspection . 20+2 0 R.0.#50.
(1000 hrs.) spare
4/ Used units from B-3. plus spares.
® M0r4DJq,0LA INC. A7isc^r^iE^ serr^icoeticicac#ter ®nwdsscsra
P.O. BOX 20906. PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85096
CUSTOMER DATA SUMMARY SWEET


















adjust IC to maintain
specified. Ti
t=2000 hrs. total
Steady State 40+4 0
Operating Life spares
0 - 168 hrs.
t=168 hrs.
Electrical Inspection 40+4 1 ICESI R.0.#55
(168 Hrs.) spares X61
Steady State 40+3 0
Operating Life spares
168 - 340 hrs.
t=172 hrs.
Electrical Inspection 40+3 0 R.O.#60
(340 hrs.) spares - r
Steady. State 40+3 0
Operating Life spares
340 - 670 hrs.
t=330 hrs.
Electrical Inspection 40+3 0 R.O.#65
(670 hrs.) spares
-
Steady .State 40+3 O
Operati.3ng. Life spares —
670 - 1000 hrso
t=330 hrs.
Electrical Inspection 40+3 0 R.O,.#70
(1000 hrs.) spares -'
Steady State 40+3 0:.
Operating Life spares




sKM0`^MiLA INC. [3cs^r^^^ S^ra^r^c^ridr^c^+otr Dr"ar^^,ioa^
-	 P.O. BOX 20906, PHOENIX, ARIZONA $5030
	
-
CUSTOMER DATA SUMMARY SHEET
TEST	 S36708H SAMPLE PLAN ACCEPTANCE DATA REMARKS
PL99.784	 LA-1
Page . 8 SIZE..






Electrical Inspection 40+3.. 0 hFE3 R.0.05
(.1500 hrs.) spare lk21*
Steady State 40+2 0 damage
Operating Life spare #13**.
1500	 2000 hrs.
t`500 hrs.
See attached failure analysis rep rt . #PL0 9 & 32.
See attached failure analy is re ort #278.
Electrical Inspection '40+1 0	 8/ R.0.#80
(2000 . hrs.) spare Z #69(sp re)
Subgroup VII
	 5/ .15+2 0	 8/ 0 1 Recorder
Power , Cycle spare —
VCE=100V
TA-25_+3o C
adjust PD to obtain




Electrical Inspection 15+2 0	 8/ R.0.#81
(1000 cycles.) spare —
Power Cycle 15+1 0
1000 - 2000 cycles spare




.Power Cycle .15+1. 0
2000 -- 3000 cycles spare
Electrical Inspection 15+1 0 R.0.#83
(3000 cycles) spare
Power Cycle 15+7 0
3000. - 4000 cycles spare
Electrical Inspection 15+1 0	 8/ R.O.#84
(4000 cycles) spare
MOW) OLA INC. Mis=rc--tt--
P.O. BOX 20906, PHOENIX, ARIZONA 80096
CUSTOMER DATA SUMMARY SHEET
TEST	 SJ6708H SAMPLE PLAN - ACCEPTANCE DATA REMARKS
PL99.784	 LA-1
SIZE AQL LEVEL REJECTS YPE ACCEP. REJECTLi PDPage 9 . FOUND N9. N0.
Subgroup VII (Continued
Thermal Shock	 .. 6/ 15+2 0 . 0 1 Recorded
(Temp. Cycling) spares
1 L- STD-2 02
eth.	 1.07
(low)=-650.0
T (high) =12 50
 C
500 cycles
Thermal Shock 15+2 0
(Temp. Cycling) spares
25 cycles
Electrical. Inspection 15+2 0 R,0.#85
(25 cycles) spares
Thermal Shock 15+2 0
(Temp. Cycling) spares
75 cycles
Esactrical Inspection 15+2 0 R.0.#86
(75 cycles) spares —
Thermal Shock 15+2 0 .
(Temp. Cycling) spares
175 cycles
Electrical inspection 15+2 0 R.0-#87
(175 cycles) spares
Thermal Shock 15+2: .0 f.
(Temp. Cycling) spares t
300 cycles	 .
Electrical Inspection. . 15+2 . 0 R.0.#88
(300 cycles) spares
Thermal. Shock 15+2 0
(Temp., Cycling) spares
500 cycles







MOTt>aROLA INC. 0i	 te :s`^^i^^^ac^aerctor ^7Beri^i^r8
P.D. HDX 20905. PHOENIX, ARIZONA a9996
..CUSTOMER. DATA SUMMARY SHEET















120G I s or 0.1 inch
DA as applicable
Sine wave 5 to 2000Hz
in 7.5.minutes
Return. to 5Hz in 7.5 mi i.
Xl, Yl, Z1 orientation
End Points. 15+2 0 R.0.#90
spares
51	 Used 17 goad units Eor Pow r Cyc a Test
Used 17 good units or The a1 Sock Te t.
7/	 Used 17 units from -5 for Vibration, Variable F equenc Test.
8/	 Data on these R.O... os. hal osciLlations problems., Units.OK
NOTE:	 20 devices were
units:	 SIN 132,L33,142,147,1












Variable . Frequen y	 te.st ,.S/N 1,72, 7 ,75,86,9 ,x05 ,.1 8,12.3,113 114.
Special Test
Hermetic Seal 20 100% 3	 .
MIL-STD-750
Meth. 1071





















:. :u l6dLi070ROLA INC. 01screatc- varrnaic;vrrc1ucft pr 0imh9;6cpr1
P.O. BOX 2n946. PHOENIX. ARIZONA 85490
CUSTOMER i DATA SUMMARY SHEET














Fine .Leak 2 IP105,13
Condition G
Leak Rate-8ATm ca/.<IXI.O ec .
Gross Leak 0:
Condition F










beak Rate_<Ih10-8ATm cc/ ec.
Gross Leak
Condition F.
, . 7 11
M4
X-RAY SERIAL # TO UNIT SERIAL #
CROSS REFERENCE LIST




L X-RAY DEV ICE! X-RAY DEVICE! X-RAY DEVICE X-RAY DEVICE
1 157 31 61 91
2 158. a2 62 92
3 159 33 63 93
^J 4 164. 34. .64 94
5 166 35 65 - 95






9 39 69 99




	 12 .42 72 1 4?
13 43 73 iO3
14 44 74 104
15 .45 75 105
. 16 .46 76 106
17 47 77 1137
1 18 48 78 1.08
1 9 49 79 109
F.
5D 80 110
21. 5.i Bl 11l
22 52 62 112
23 53 83 113:
24 54 84 114






27 57 87 117
88.. 1 l8
.29 59 89 .119




DEVICE	 CNARGM NO.	 LOT NO.	 J1313 NO.	 CUSTOMER.'
0491
7X-RAY
	 I DEVICE X-RAY DEVICE X-RAY DEVICE X-RAY DEVICE
31 9, 61 91
32 62 92
3 T-72- 33 q 63 93




7	 1 37 67 97
7f .38 /,22 .68 98
9 39 j 69
lu .





4 44 74 104
92 45 75 105
16 46 76 106
17 v 47 77 107
18 48 78 108
19 49 79 E 109
20.. 50 so	 . 1,10
21 /P3 51 E31
22 52 82 112
23 j 53 83 113
24 54 84 114
.25 f1 55 .8.5 115.
26 56 86 116
27 . /2 q 57. . 67 117
28 J 2W '58 m lie
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Re nest rr8-1.-T-EC-,0624 p	 ^PYG. 9BASe5R99AC
Per FIGURE IExhibit A Y
m
RC1075 X
^- MIL-STD-130 L zf K
MIL-STD-202 CO "STFUCT ION
"Y WT < 5 grams.MIL-STD-750
MIL-SID-810 LE AD M47ERIXL




'LEA13 FIN15H	 -	 -
tMIL-S-19500 t	 ^ x
SAME A5	 EXCEPT FOR;
Vt8PAT'ca
	 L	 FIJ VIRonl , 73F' G
CUST. PANE NO.
RES1075-01(1.)
DATA - SHIPPING 1NSTR. - GENERAL NOTES: .
(See NOTES 4, 5, and 6.)
ATTENTION HI SCHEDULER.	 This specification is intended as a Part
[qualification Program and not for furnishing Production Parts to the
Customer's Specification.	 Following completion of the Program, all
Test Samples and Test Data shall be sent to the Customer. 	 A Final
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DISCRETE PROCESS FLOW	 PACE ^	 o^
PROCESSOR/EXT.	 CONTROL NO.	 HIGH REL. LOT NO. ISOURCETYPENO.	 CHARGE No.
	 CASE NO.	 .^
STEP	 DIGS	 PROC.	 DATE	 COUNTOPERATION DESCRIPTIONNO.	 CODE	 CODES	 IN	 OUT. VERIF. IN	 OUT
0.	 PRODUCTION PROCESSING
.0o1	 100% Internal Visual Inspection 	 C,CC,R
MIL-STD-750,.Method 2072 r
0.2	 Transfer Devices to Final Test
- _- -_	 ----------------------------------- ------ --- --- --- --- ---
C— CUSTOMER REQUIREMENT
	 D — DESTRUCTIVE TEST M — MOTOROLA OPTIONAL REQUIREMENT
CC — CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE REG..
	 G — GO - NO GO	 R REMOVE REJECTS.
S — SUMMAfiY DATA (ATTRIBUTES) REG,
	
RR - READ AND RECORD







DISCRETE PROCESS FLOW PACE 4- or
PROCESSOR/ EXT. CONTROL NO. HIGH REL. LOT NO. SOURCE TYPE NO, CHARGE NO.. CASE NO.
STEP DGS PROC. MATE COUNT
NO. CODE
OPERATION DESCRIPTION
CODES VERIF.IN OUT IN T.
1. FINAL TEST 'PROCESSING
1':1 Select Devices per Source
1.2 Electrical Test per TABLE T M,G,R
1.3 Transfer Devices to Q. As
Supply Q. A. a minimum of 20
electrical rejects, if available, for
Group ( B-2) tests.	 Use opens and
shorts whenever possible.	 Package
rejects separately from lot and tag
as electrical rejects for Group I3
testing.
C - CUSTOMER REQUIREMENT D - DESTRUCTIVE TE5T M - MOTOROLA OPTIONAL REQUIREMENT
CC - CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE REQ. G _ GO - NO GO R - REMOVE REJECTSS -- SUMMARY DATA (ATTRIBUTES) REQ. RR -- READ AND RECORD




- DEVICE.	 SJUI OOYI	 DOC. N o' 48ARB64845A^asemXGdnduc^+fnr^ ±l7i
DISCRETE PROCESS F LOW PACE
­ 	
OF
PROCESSOR/EXT.	 CONTROL NO.	 HIGk	 ..^ LOT NO.	 ISOURCETYPENO.	 CHARGE NO.	 CASE NO.
STEP DGS PROC, DATE COUNT
NO. CODE
_
OPERATION DESCRIPTION CODES. VERIF..IN OUT IN OUT
2. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCESSING
2.1 Sample Group A Inspection per M,G,.R
TABLE I (Sample Size and Parameters
at Q. A. Opt ion).
2.2 1001 Processing (Mark and Serialize C,S
Devices)
2,.2.1 Electrical Test per TABLE 11 RR,R
Limit 1
2.2.2 Thermal Shack '(Tempe Cycl ing )
MIL"STD-202, Method 107
Cond. C except 10 cycles
t(extremes) > 15 minutes
2.2.3 Constant Acceleration
MIL-STD-750, Method 2006
10,OOOG's, Y1 orientation only
2.2.4 High Temperature. Reverse Bias,
MIL-STD-750, Method 1039
Cond. A
VCB W 640V, TA = 1500C
t = 48 + 4 hours,
2.2.5 Electrical Test per TABLE II RR,R
Limit 2
C —CUSTOMER REQUIREMENT
	 D — DESTRUCTIVE TEST M. — MOTOROLA OPTIONAL REQUIREMENT
CC —CERTIFICATE of COMPLIANCE REQ.
	 G - GO —NO GO R -- REMOVE REJECTS
S - SUMMARY DATA (ATTRIBUTES) REQ. RR - READ AND RECORD
^	 I
":






PsOCESSOFI/FXT. CONTROL NO. HIGH REL. LOT NO. SOURCE • TYPE NO. CHARGE NO. CASE NO.
STEP DGS . PROC. DATE COUNT 
NO.
CODE OPERATION D ESCR IPTION CODES VERIF.r IN OUT
2.2.6 Burn-IN l/
VCE > 20r,
	 Tj "= 187.5 + 12.50C, GJC 7.0OC/11
Adjust IC to maintain specified TO
t > 168 hours
2.2.7 Electrical Test per TABLE III RR,R
Limit 2
(Delta Calculations shall be per-
formed with reference to data record-
ed at Step 2.2.1.)




2.2.9.1 Fine Leak R
Cond. G or H
-8Leak Rate < I X 10	 Atm cc/Sec.
2.2.9.2 Gross Leak. R
'Cond. A, C, D, E, or F





Life test (Step 2.4.6, Sub-
group B-6) concurrently.
Samples for B-6 do not-have.
to go through Burn-In..
C — CUSTOMER REQUIREMENT D — DESTRUCTIVE TEST M — MOTOROLA OPTIONAL REQUIREMENT
CC — CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE REQ. I  — GO — NO GO I
--R	 REMOVE REJECTS
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MOTOROLA INN. DISCRETE DEVICE	 DOC. NO '	 48AR$64845ASemiconductor PROCESS SJ6708H
f Products Diuiaion PLOW PACE	 7	 OF
i




1 2.3	 Group A Inspection per TABLE I	 (C,S,G,R) f.
2.3.51(A-5) 2.3.61(A-6) 2.3.71(A-7)







(A-1) 100% Vis. & Mech.	 3/
(A-2) 100% Elect. Test
(A-3) 100% Elect. Test
(A-4) 100% Elect. Test
P^
^.L
i/	 Following completion of Group A Inspection there must be a
minimum of 125 acceptable devices.
2/ Measure the test parameters to a Lot Tolerance Percent Defective
(LTPD) of 5%. If any measurement exceeds this LTPD,reject devices
shall be replaced with good devices and all devices tested 100%
for the failed parameter.
3/	 Since test was performed at Step 2.2.10, it need not be repeated.
"f.
C -CUSTOMER REQUIREMENT_ DESTRUCTIVE TES M- MOTOROLA OPTIONAL REQUIREMENTD
	
CC - CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE REQ. 	 G _ GO - NO GO	 R - REMOVE REJECTS
	





















D OC. NO. 
4BARB IPR
*
OCE^tSS	 QF LO W	 PAGE ` '	 OF
WIGH REL. LOT NO. sOURCE TYPE NO. I CHARGE NO.	 CASE NO.
2.4	 Group B Inspecti
	







































/ PgSrtep c^ncufrently with Burn-In.
















per TABLE IV 4t
16e..340, 670, 1000,

















I/ A total of 125 Test Samples which passed Group A Inspection are required.
Some Samples are used in multiple Subgroups. See Trip Ticket.
2/ All Test Samples shall be shipped to the customer.
s	 ^ A
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DISCRETE PROCESS PLOW	 PACE	 OF










Sample Size = 20 Total
Accept No. 0
2.4.1.1 Electrical Test per TABLE IVY M,C,R
Limit 1
2.4.1.2 Physical Dimensions R
Method 2066*






Use of mildly activated flux is
allowable (Superior 30 or equivalent)
Test 2-samples.	 No failures
permitted„
2.4.1.4 Resistance to Solvents
MIL-STD-202, Method 215
All areas of the transistor body where markings has been
applied shall be brushed.	 After test ng, therE shall be
no evidence of mechanical damage to the device and
markings shall remain legible.
Test 2- samples.	 No failures permitted.
NOTE:	 Samples used in performing the above tests shall
be combined with the untested samples and used
in the subsequent tests.
	 (20 samples total
required).
2.4.1.5	 Thermal Shock (Temp. Cycling)
MIL-STD-202, Method 107
Cond. C except 10 cycles
t(extremes) = 15 minutes
* Methods per MIL-STD-750
COUNT








i	 C —CUSTOMER REQUIREMENT
	
D —DESTRUCTIVE TEST M —MOTOROLA OPTIONAL REQUIREMENT
	
CC — CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE REQ.
	 G — GO — NO GO	 R — REMOVE REJECTS
	
( ES) REQ.	 RR READ AND RECORD	 s ~	 S SUMMARY DATA (ATTRIBUT )  --	 ^ r
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I PAGE k 0 OF
PROCESSOR/EXT.	 CONTROL NO.	 IHIGH FcPL. LOT NO. ISOURCE TYPE NO.	 CHARGE NO..CASE NO.
I COUNT
RIF. I IN	 I OUT
PROC.	 DATE
OPERATION DESCRIPTION
I CODES	 IN	 OUT
(B-1)	 (continued)
Thermal Shock (Glass Strain)
Method 1056*, Cond B
Terminal Strength (Tension)
Method 2036*, Cond. A




Cond. G or H
Leak Rate < 1 X 10-8 Atm cc/Sec.
Gross Leak	 I	 R




Electrical Test per TABLE IV	 I RR,R
Limit I
NOTE: Test Samples which successfully pass this
Subgroup shall be saved and used for tests
in Subgroup (B-7), Step 2.4.7.
* Methods per MIL-STD-750
C -CUSTOMER REQUIREMENT
CC - CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE REQ.
S - SUMMARY DATA (ATTRIBUTES) REQ.
D - DESTRUCTIVE TEST M - MOTOROLA OPTIONAL REQUIREMENT




}~	 IMl MOTOROLA IN06	
SPD 10602 (7/74)	 ISSUE:
V ^fscr^t^ S^rral^oridcrct^r pdvlaFon	 dgyICS '	 00C. Ho•




 FLOW PAGE 1k OF
tE a	 PROCESSOR/EXT.	 CONTROL NO.	 HIGH REL. LOT NO. SOURCE TYPE NO.	 CHARGE NO.	 CASE NO.
j
Li 	 STEP DGSPROC.	 DATE	 COUNT
NO.	 CODE	
OPERATION DESCRIPTiOiV	 CODES	 INOUT IVERIF. IN	 OUT
L	 .
2.4.2	 (B-2)	 1/	 C,S
Sample Size = 20 Total
'	 Accept Ho. = 0
i 2.4.2.1	 Salt Atmosphere (Corrosion) 	 R
MIL-STD-750, Method 1041
See MOTE 5.3 for Sample disposition.
1/ Electrical rjejcts may be used.
C -- CUSTOMER REQUIREMENT
	 D - DESTRUCTIVE
CC - CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE REQ.
	 G - GO - NO GOS - SUMMARY DATA (ATTRIBUTES) REQ.
M - MOTOROLA OPTIONAL REQUIREMENT
R - REMOVE REJECTS	 5
RR — READ AND RECORD.
n	 SPn 1DA02 (7/7x1	 tc.,rn. C.
...w.^._^^....o.^.
alscretO SemdconCfU0t0rbFvlaf®n DEVICE DOC. No. 
48ARB64845ASJ6708H
1DISCRETE PROCESS FLOW PAGE	 OF
PROCESSOR/EXT.	 CONTROL NO. FEIGN REL. LOT NO. SOURCE - TYPE NO. CHARGE NO.	 CASE No.
STEP DGS PROC. DATE COUNT
NO. CODE
OPERATION DESCRIPTION CODES IN	 OUT VERIF. IN OUT
2.4.3 (B-3) C,S
Sample Size = 20 Total
Accept No. = 0




15OOG`s, t = O.5mSec.
5 blows each in X1, Y1, Y2 and ZI
directions.
(20 blows total)
2.4.3.3 Vibration, Var. Freq.
Method 2056*
The transistors shall be exposed to the following
vibrational environment
a)	 Sinusoidal: (four one octave jer minute sweep;)
5 to 25 Hz at 0.39 inch DA
25 to 180 Hz at 12G peak
180 to 315 Hz at 0.008 inch D.
315 to 2000 Hz at 40G peak
b)	 Random:	 (apply for 7.8 hours
20 to 1200 Hz at 0.3 (firms) 2 Hz
1200 to 1400 Hz at 48db/octav rise
1400 to 2000 Hz at 3.5 (G yms) '/Hz
*	 Methods per MIL-STD-750
C — CUSTOMER REQUIREMENT
	 D — DESTRUCTIVE TEST M — MOTOROLA OPTIONAL REQUIREMENT
CC — CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE REQ.
	 G — GO -- NO GO
I	 I
R — REMOVE REJECTS
S — SUMMARY DATA (ATTRIBUTES) REQ. RR — READ AND RECORD
e Discr^#B Samlc^ndue^or^lvlslon DOC. No. 4$AR664845ASJ6708H
n *2)
DISCRETE PROCESS FLOW PAGE	 OF
PROCESSOR /EXT. CONTROL NO.	 HIGH REL. LOT NO.	 ISOURCE TYPE N0. CHARGE NO.	 CASE NO.
STEP DGS PROC. DATE COUNT








Field Acoustic environment at 174db.
2.4.3.6 Electrical Test per TABLE IV ' RR,R
Limit 1
C -CUSTOMER REQUIREMENT
	 D - DESTRUCTIVE TEST M - MOTOROLA OPTIONAL REQUIREMENTCC - CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE REQ.
	 G _ OO - NO GO R -- REMOVE REJECTS
S - SUMMARY DATA (ATTRIBUTES) REQ. RR - READ AND RECORD




















PROCESSOR/EXT. CONTROL NO. HIGH REL. LOT NO.	 SOURCE TYPE NO.	 CHARGE N
STEP	 DGS PROC.	 DATE COUNT
NO.	 CODE OPERATION DESCRIPTION CODES	 IN	 OUT VERiF. IN OUT
2.4.4 ( B-4) C,s
Sample Size = 20 Total
Accept No. = 0
2.4.4.1 Electrical Test per TABLE IVI M,G,R
Limit 1
2.4.4.2 Safe Operating Area
(Switching)
MIL-STD-750, Method 3053
Cond. C (Unclamped inductive load)
Rs = O.1Q, tr = tf < 5OOnSec.
DC < 10%,
	 TA = 250C
2.4.4.4'.1 Test #1
tp = 5msec. (Vary to obtain 1C)
RBB1 = 102, VBB1 = 16V
RBB2 = m,	 VBB2 = 0
VCC = 25V,
	 IC = 7.OA
L = 5mH (Super Electric Corp.
Type S16884 in parallel or equivalent
DC resistance < 0.15).
2.4.4.2.2 Test #2
tp = 5mSec. (Vary to obtain IC)
RBB1 = 1005, VBB2 = 10V
RBB2 = -, VBB2 = 0
VCC = 25V,	 IC = 0.5A
L = 100mH (Two Triad C48U in series;
80mH winding and 20mH winding or
equivalent; DC resistance < 1.02)
2.4.4.3 Electrical-Test per TABLE IVY RR,R
Limit i
C - CUSTOMER REQUIREMENT D .- -ESTRUCTIVE TEST M -- MOTOROLA OPTIONAL REQUIREMENTCC - CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE REQ. G - GO - NO GO R - REMOVE REJECTS
S - SUMMARY DATA (ATTRIBUTES) REQ. RR - READ AND RECORD
worcROLA INC. 	 10602(7/74)	 55UEm G
t	 L7is^r^teSeetsfcoridtr¢#or l7ivl$!^» 	 DXVIGN	 DOC. NO. 48AR664845A
-	 DISCRETE PROCESS FLOW
	
5^76708FI  
PAGE ` J OP
PROCESSOR/EXT.	 CONTROL NO.	 HIGH REL. LOT NO. SOURCE TYPE NO. I CHARGE NO, 	 CASE NO.
STEP	 DIGS
NO. CODE	 OPERATION DESCRIPTION
k
2.4.5	 (B-5)
f	 Sample Size = 20 Total
	
l^	







.	 MIL-STD-750, Method 1031
TA = 2000C,	 t = 1000 hrs Total
2.4.5.1.1 Electrical Test per TABLE IVY
Limit 1
2.4.5.1.2 0-340 hr. High Temp. Life
t = 340 hours
2.4.5.3.3 340 hour Electrical Readout
per TABLE IV, Limit 2
2.4.5.1.4 340-670 hr. High Temp. Life
t = 330 hrs.
2.4.5.1.5 670 hour Electrical Readout
per TABLE IV, Limit 2
(Delta calculations reference to
values recorded at 0-hours),
2.4.5. .6 670-1000 hr. High Temp. Life
t = 330 hours
2.4.5.1.7 1000 hour Electrical Readout
per TABLE IV, Limit 2
(Delta calculations reference











C - CUSTOMER REQUIREMENT
	 D - DESTRUCTIVE TEST M - MOTOROLA OPTIONAL REQUIREMENT
CC -- CERTIFICATE OF COMP LIANCE REQ.
	 G - GO - NO GO	 R - REMOVE REJECTS
S - SUMMARY DATA SATTR;BUTES) REQ.
	
RR - READ AND RECC;RD	 I
j^ M43TORCLA INC.	 SPD :0602 (7/14)	 ^ss^^^, G	 d
`€	 Discraf© 3omfcvrrdc+^for l^fmrirslos^	 Dr6viCC	 ooC. No.
SJ6708H	 48ARB64845A	 ^ sDISCRETE PROCESS FLOW
	 PAGE ^ C or
PROCESSOR /EXT.	 CONTROL NO.	 HIGH REL. LOT NO. SOURCE , TYPE NO. I CHARGE NO.	 CASE NO.
STEP I DGS	 PROC.	 DATE	 COUNT
NO. CODE	
OPERATION DESCRIPTION 	 CODES	 VERIFIN	 OUT	 IN	 OUT'
2.4.6	 (B-6)	 1/	 C,S
Sample Size = 40 Total.
Accept No. = 1
2.4.6.1 Steady State Operation Life
MIL-STD-750, Method 1026
VCE > 20V,	 TJ = 18?.5 + 12.50C, AJC 7. 1)	 C/1-1
Adjust IC to maintain specified TJ.
t = 2000 hrs. Total




2.4.6.1.2 0- 168 hour Steady-State Oper.
Life
t = 168 hours
2.4.6.1.3 Electrical Test per TABLE IV,' RR,R
Litnit 2
2.4.6.1.4 ' 168--140 hour Steady-State Operating
Life
t = 172 hours
2.4.6.1.5 340 hour Electrical Readout RR,R
per TABLE IV, Limit 2
2 .4• .6 1.6	 340-670 hour Steady-State Operation
Life
t = 330 hours-
2.4.6 1.7
	 670 hour Electrical Readout
per TABLE IV, Limit 2
l/ Perform concurrently with
Burrs-In (Step 2.2.6). 
C-- CUSTOM FR REOLiIFtFk!ENT
CC — CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE REQ.
S — SUMMARY DATA (ATTRIBUTESb REC
s ._ ,
D — DCSTnUCTIVC ^-aCT M — MOTOROLA OPTIONAL REQUIREMENT
G — GO — NO GG	 R — REMOVC REJECTSRR — READ AND RECORD
T^y
T	
4A 159q-A'1'^ Z2f%# A fllfGi isseiF.5P0 10642 (7/94)
 REQ.	 RA -READ AND RECORD
_ ...
Discrete SernIcep efuctiorOivi6ior» DOC. NO.
48ARB64845ASJ6708H
1_1
/R	 ^+	 p	 p!^a	 y^DISCRETEE PROC/fESS FLOW PAGE	 OF
PROCESSOR/ EXT. CONTROL NO.	 HIGH REL. LOT Nth.	 SOURCE -TYPE NO. CHARGE NO.	 CASE NO.
STEP GGS PROC. BATE COUNT
NO. CODE
OPERATION DESCRIPTION CODES VERIF.IN OUT IN OUT
2.4.6 (Continued)
2.4.6.3.8 670-1000 hour Steady-State Operation
Life
t = 330 hours
2.4.6.1.9 1000 hour Electrical Readout RR,R
per TABLE IV, Limit 2
(Delta calculations reference to
values recorded at 0-hours).
2.4.6. .10 1000-1500 hour Steady-State Operation
Life
t = 500 hours
2.4,6.1.11 1500 hour Electrical Readout RR,R
per TABLE IV, Limit 2
(Dalta Calculations reference to
valued recorded at O-hours).
2.4.6.1.12 1500-2000 hour Steady-State
Operation Life
t W 500 hours,
2.4.6.1.13 2000 hour Electrical Readout per RR,R
TABLE IV, Limit 2
(Delta Calculations reference to
values recorded at 0-hours)
C -CUSTOMER REQUIREMENT D -- DESTRUCTIVE TEST M - MOTOROLA OPTIONAL REQUIREMENT
CC - CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE REG.
S - SUMMARY DATA (ATTRIBUTES) G	 GO	 NO GO














Sample Size = 45 Total
is
11!®T^^$®hL/R ^lOi^.	 SPD 106027^	




DATE	 I	 I COUNT













NOTE:	 The Test Samples of this S ubgr )up shall inclu e
the Samples that successfully assed th test
of Subgroup (B-1).
Electrical Test per TABLE IV, M,G,R
Limit 1
Power Cycling
Sample Size = 15
Accept No. = 0
Select 15 samples from the Test
Sample Lot and record the Device
Serial Numbers
Power Cycle Test
VCE = 100V,	 TA = 25 ± 3°C
Adjust PD to obtain TC = 100°C or
ATC = 750C
ton = toff = 5 minutes .
Electrical Test per TABLE IV
.3 RR,R
Limit 1 at 1000 cycle intervals.
(One cycle is defined as 5 minutes
' I on", 5 minutes "off").	 4000 cycles r quired
Thermal Shock (Temp. Cycling)
Sample Size = 15
Accept No. = 0
Select 15 samples from the Test
Sample lot and record the Device
Serial Numbers.
Thermal Shock (Temp. Cycling) Test
MIL-STD-202, Method 107
Test per FIGURE 4
T(low) = -650C,
	 T(high) = 1250C
Electrical Test per TABLE IV RR,R
Limit 1 at 25, 75, 175, 300, and
500 cycles.
f'
u	 C -- CUSTOMER REQUIREMENT
	
D — DESTRUCTIVE TEST M — MOTOROLA OPTIONAL. REQUIREMENT
CC — CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE REQ.	 G ...,. GO — NO GO	 R -- REMOVE REJECTS
5 —SUMMARY DATA (ATTRIBUTES I REQ.	 RR —READ AND RECORD
OMM
1	 SP4 10602 (7/74)	 ISSUE::rrs^e^g+e^^rolwA INC.t!	 phiarcate ScmiconductcorDivivicin	 aEV^c¢	 ooc. NO.
SJ6708H	 48ARB64845A
Li	 DISCRETE P-ROCESS FLOW	 waar ^^	 F




STEP UGS OPERATION DSCFiIPTION
PROC. DATE COUNT ,:
IN OUT IN OUT
r NO. CODE CODES VERIF.
^.^.7 (Continued)
I^
2.4.7. Vibration, Variable Frequency
2.4.7. 1 .1 Select 15 samples from the Test
Samples Lot and record the Device
r Serial Numbers
Sample Size = 15
Accept No. = 0
I `




120G's or 0.1 inch DA as applicable.
Sine wave 5 to 2000Nz in 7.5 minutes.
return.to 5Hz in 7.5 minutes.
X1, Y1, and Z1 orientations.
2.4.7.4.3 Electrical Test per TABLE IV, RR,R
Limit 1 following completion of
testing in each orientation








C — CUSTOMER M — MOTOROLA OPTIONAL REQUIREMENTREOUIREMENT














4.1	 Motorola shall retain one copy of all data for a period of
three years from date of P.O.
	
4.2	 Data to ship with Devices:
4.2.1 C of C for internal Visual Inspection (Step 0.1)
4.2.2 Summary Data for 100% Processing, Group A and B inspections
(Step 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4).
4.2.3 All variables data and delta calculations for 100% Processing
and Group B Inspections (Steps 2.2 and 2.4).
	
4.3	 Final Report
4.3.1 Three draft copies of the Final Report shall be submitted to
the Customer for approval prior to Final Printing and
Distribution.
4.3.2 The Final Report shall contain the following:
a) A detailed description fo each test setup with identi-
fication of critical test equipment, test circuit
diagrams and procedures.
b) A narrative discussion of test results, conclusions,
and recommendations.
c) Measurement data, and as applicable, Tables, Graphs,
Diagrams, Sketches, Curves, Procedure Photographs
and Drawings.
As part of the Final Report, Motorola shall also complete
and submit to MSFC Government Industry Data Exchange
Program (GIDEP) Form 2:11-72.
4.3.3 Following approval of the Final Report by the Customer,
15 copies shall be sent per the distribution list furnished
by the Customer.
j'











Customer Program Manager shall be notified prior to shipment
of Test Samples (DD250 forms must be supplied).
i
5.2	 Tray pack per MIL-S-19491, Level C.
5.3	 Package Salt Atmosphere Test Samples separately and mark
package "SALT ATMOSPHERE (Corrosion) TEST SAMPLES."
6. GENERAL NOTES:
6.1	 P1arking Instructions:. Mark Devices with 04713, SJ6708H,
Date Code per MIL-S-19500,
RES1075-01(1), and Serial Number.
6.2 The following deviations to customer print
Request # 8-1-T-EC-06242, Exhibit A, are authorized per
TWX from H. Garrett, NASA to W. Albertin, Motorola, dated
7-18-77. (Copy of TWX on file with SAR for issue 0 of this
specification.)
6.2.1 TABLE III, hFE4 shall be 7 min.
6.2.2 TABLE III, ES/B shall be 125 mJ min.
6.2.3 TABLE III, hFE1 shall be @ VCE = 3V.
6.2.4 FIGURE 3: changed resistor values for tf test only.
6.2.5 Burn-In and Operation Life shall be performed concurrently.
6.2.6 Revised FIGURE 2.
6.2.7 TABLE IV: Operation Life test samples (40) shall not include
samples (20) that had Acoustic tests. A test to Burn-In end-
points shall be performed after 168 hours of Operation Life
test.
3	 08010630354 (8/71)	 -
nLOG#	 CHG•#
TEST RECORDS CUSTOMER- 'I 	 1p
SOURCE INSPECTIONREAD OUT q 	 GNG q 	 R&R [q `v	 4 3 0CTL.#	 PART CODE
LOT#	 LOT FINAL	 NDA	 RETEST q]NIT. q 	 q NOTIFY:	 G51 q 	 CSI El
e n
IA	 kQTY.
S.S.	 LP NAME OFF LINE DATE NAME	 EXT. w	 a C
S/N RANGE,	 THRU





ZEST SYMBOL CONDITIONS LIMITS AQL TEST y TEST
SE g U- METHOD SUB F OR SAMPLE • 0 uQ CU OP A	 r "-'Jw.
E—" C; MIL - ST6.
C=25*C UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED



















VBE = 8.0V - 1.0 mA
m
ICED
3041D VCE = 450V -
0.5 mA
ICES1 VCE = 640V - 50 uA
3041C al
coBVCEO IC = 1.OmA 450 - V30110
BVCES





IC = 8.OA,	 IB = 1.6A - 2.5 V x3066A* o
;s .A
co





3056A IC = LOA,	
IB = O.IA - 0.8 V
VCE(S)2
3071














3 v 00.C n
LOTa LOT QTY. 1NlT.	 FINAL q 	 NDA q RETEST [,] NOTIFY:	 GSI q 	 CSI q A ^ K
1.	 S.S. LP NAME OFF LINE DATE NAME	 EXT, o o C r Q
5/N RANGE THRU G.E---q c
Q.A.	 ACC. REJ. q PREVIOUS TEST
to	 0
ar
0-0 en 	 c)_




'	 SEau- METHOD SUB 1- OR SAMPLE
O O LL u
OP
A	 ^ CJ'I -q -0
-'. E110E M IL - STD. GRP. Z uU -^El! ^W^ TEST N O•T	
•
rDSTA- »u QTG -25 C UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED MIN.	 MAX. LTPD.
SIZE a a
z






' Y1FE1 '17	 A;: VCE = 3.OV, _ IC = 3.OA 10 40 - -3076* c C <W
hFE2
VCE- = 5.0,	 IC = a.OA 5 15 - w3076* ^c rr, o





hfe VCE = 5.0,	 IC = 1.OA °CD =F Co
3206 f = l.OkHz 20 - - 1/ _
tan ^'
3251 See FIGURE 3 - 0.6 uS 1/ C+ 0
toff See FIGURE 3 - 5.0 uS 1/
o. ro
CD Ca.
3751 ^.r-- n	 a a
C
See FIGURE 3 - 1.0 !6 1/
a	 n
3251 N rill	 I/hfe/ VCE = 10.0,	 IC	 0.3A




Coda YI.0 "	 10.0Y






TEST RECORDS CUSTOMER- I1
tOGa	 CHGJ
CTL.a	 PART CODE READOUT q 	 GNG q 	 R8R q -0 to cn0 w 4 S ^t nSOURCE INSPECTION
__.
INIT.	 FINAL q 	 NDA q RETEST q NOTIFY:	 GSI q 	 CSI qLOTS _	
-	
LOT QTY. J^ iI










7E5T SYMBOL CONDITIONS LIMITS AOL TEST z TEST CL t= m 0






ENCE MIL - STD. GRP.
M1N•	 MAX. SIZE U










ICES2 VCE = 640V a cn z
30410 TC = 1500 C - 2.5 mA 1/ N
hF£4 VC£ = 1XV,	 IC = 1.0A
7

























































LOG#	 CHG.#	 WARNING	 CUSTOMER
CTL.#	 PART CODE b In;
LOT#	 LOT QTY.	 COMPLETE MEASUREMENTS	 SOURCE INSPECTION o ; 0
S.S.	 SUB. GRP. E3Y 	 NOTIFY:	 GSI	 CSIDATE	 TIME pNAME
	 EXT. n e AS/N RANGE









PREVIOUS TEST_ ra' o ?
TEST RECORDS m
ernTEST SYMBOL CONDITIONS INITIAL	 1 END POINTS 2 READ OUT	 GNG	 RR





STA TC.25UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED MIN MAX MIN MAX OFF




VICE= 640V - 50 - 50 11 A OPER-
3041C ATOP 0r
s1J O. OF12 EJECTS Z 1
DATE
AICESI (Whichever is greater)
0
loo' of init al eadi g	
O PER
D







IC =	 1.OmA 450 - - - V OPER-3ollD ATOR
NO. OF
REJECTS


















































CTL.a	 PART CODE w Q b rn




	 SUB. GRP. ^4OTIFY:	 GSI	 CS1BY	 DATE
	 TIMc
Cr a
^ c n' 0







ACC.	 REJ. 6"PREVIOUS TEST
~L.P. NAME Q.A.ACC.
	 REJ. J J3 (D a cCD	 C_+
:3	 __4 8.
TEST RECORDS `t. rD
0 r Ln:3	 CD
m
t-
-I mTEST SYMBOL CONDITIONS INITIAL	 I END POINTS % READ OUT	 GNG	 RR
RO CDESEflu METHOD LIMITS LIMITS `) W 
-^
MIN MAX MIN MAX
LIMITSENCE MIL-5TJ
TC-250C UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
CD
^-^
, , r- ^
mnSTA- OFFTJON 750 DATE 0	 Cr a
-- -h it M
ICES1 VCE =	 640v - - - 50 IaA
DATE
°PER. 3 a (D oZ	 FD
3041C ATOR















m ^ °V) l<	 :E:
^. am
N O. O F'F'	 20 uA ^' ^ C-+ C







vcE ( s)2 IC = LOA,	 113 = O.IA - _ - 1.0 v DATEDPER-





NO OF 0 (D CD















N O. OF CD CZREJECTS C1 Cu
V) c+
DATE N
AhFE3 - - - +	 20 01
—





NO. OF lA 0REJECTS _0 -.
I CD 0-


















DATE --{ (D D
ICES2 VCE = 64RV °PER-
3041C TC = 150 C _ _ _ 2 .5 mA _A TOR
m
NO. OF N 00REJECTS
tf
DATE 








LOGm	 CHGIH	 WARNING	 CUSTOMER
CTLJf	 PART CODE
LOT#	 LOT QTY.—	 COMPLETE MEASUR:EMENTS	 SOURCE INSPECTION
:j
T: 0.	 01xi .4






—1 m7 EST SYMBOL CONDITIONS INITIAL I END POINTS 2 READ OUT	 GNG	 RR
METHOD LIMITS LIMITS








AICES1 or of initial r ading
IIER*
ATOP(Whichever is greater) T40 OF









VCE	 1.0V,	 TC	 LOA 20 60 20 603076 ATOR
DATE






























SYMBOL i	 MIN.	 M.  MIN. MAC.
is !	 .^.v	 .330 6.86 8.38
Ob .027	 .033 .686• '.838 1
OD .550	 .650 13.97 16. 51
001 .444	 .524 11.28 13.31.
e .136	 .146 3.45 3.71
.115 2.92
1 .360	 .440 9.14 11.18 1
goo NOMIML
47.


























VB8 1 DV ..._.._^	 RSaRI	
.







^. 	 0 5A	 ^	 I	 ^ CURRENT
?	 0






MOTE A: INPUT PULSE WIDTH IS INCREASED
UNTIL I G (PK)-5A
r	
FIGURE 2
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1. The rise time (t and fall time (t f) of the applied pulse shall b6 each
.--20 ns; duty cycle -I-J"ij,generator source impedance shall be
.
be 50JZ-;
pulse width = 30 us.
2. Output sampling oscilloscope: Z in y 20 ka, Cis
	




ne	 Tuvn-off Time	 Fall Time
VCC 125Vdc	 VCC 125Vdc	 VCC 125Vdc
ic 3-OA	 ic 3.0A	 IC l,GA
IB1 0.3A	 IBI - O.3A	 IBI W	 '.'^W
^IB2 0.3A
	
use I2 ohms ,	 (tf only)
use 100 ohmslW (tf only)
FIGURE•3. PULSE RESPONSE TEST CIRCUIT AND CONDITIONS.
















968 0 0	 U
(-30 +	 ^I cyc7^
82 1.  	 4 b rs . mitt
'rest a i to r--• ,K, ;	 y"' --	 .--	 $r,	 .^—.-
25 cycles
.
- -	 75 cycles	 27S cycles - SOD cycles , 500 cycles
*About five degrees per minute



















SPD 1324 R-5 (7174)
moroRoLA II!►C:.	 REVISION DEVIcE DOC. NO.
Samicanductor	 SHEET SJ6708H 48ARB64845A







a RELEASE DESCRIPTION OF REVISION! AFFECT. AFFECT-
REViEw
8DATE ED ED DATE DA TE
A Exchanged "Signed" Customer Approval page 2 containe YES NO wfm K ^e
herein. Step 2.4.4.2.1 test'condition IC was 5-5-77 S-- 6, --77 
IC = 8.OA. toff was 3.OuSece max. in TABLE I. Added
NASA letter reference which modified Customer
- -,7 7 ecifi ation RES1075
B Added NOTE 6.2.	 Added fl.agnote to steps YES NO dDG.^ .
2.2.6 & 2.4.6.	 Deleted boxed notes on sub- 8-1-77 $r1-77
groups B-3 & B -6.	 Added 168 hr. readout to
B-6.	 TABLE I:hFE1 was @ VCE = I.V. 	 TABLES I
& III : hFE4 was 10 min.	 TABLES I & II:	 ES/B
was 30mJ min.
	
Added tf note to FIGURE 3.
4f-//-77 F	 URE 2.
C TABLE IV, VCE(s)2 condition was: 	 IC=1.0A, IB=1.OA. NO NO W.W. 49-^
_
__(Typo error ori1 9-22-77 f.&-L -77
O Added @JC = 7.00C/W to Steps 2.2.6 and 2.4.6.1.
i
NO NO wfm /^. GoEB
1.4-77-1
1 Step 2.4.6.1.3 was per TABLE III, Limit 2 and 10-7-77 /0-7-7 1
Step 2.4.6.1.5 was TABLE III, Limit(to correct typo)
E Revised Step 2.4.3.3.
	 TABLE III: ICES1 was at 60V. YES NO M.LOEB 0,T-W1"
, e^-1	 -77 Added Customer Print RC1075. 11- 14- 77
1
V	 T,,








RELIABILITY AND QUALITY ASSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Ses iccor>lalx^ ^^r° Cv°s^uup
^. PR ODUCT ANALYSIS   REPORT^	
#243 REPORT Na PL-099*034
ra	 R.2 (4/74)




DEVICE TYPE	 LOT NUMBER I CUSTOMER PART NUMBER
-	 SJ6708H	 -	 -
POINT OF FAILURE
Hermetic Seal	 (AXX)'ROCKETDYNE
(NASA)	 REASON FOR REJECTION
ESTOl2	 ^,r;^rx'=„t,	 TYPE OF REQUEST
Bon Brothers	
I 
R2 FIELD	 q HiREL QA
	(UNKN)	
Non-hermetic
RELIABILITY	 q RMR	 q OTHER
SAMPLE SIZE-	ACCEPTANCE LIMITL FAILURES	 QUANTITY RECEIVED	 LOT SIZE
8	 8	 -




Eight transistors in a flangeless TO-66 package (TO-8) with three 0.030” leads
- approximately 0.5" long were submitted Pr analysis because of hermeticity problems.
The transistors contain a 5 RV 190 mil chip mounted on a molybdenum heat spreader
approximately 0.008" thick. Connections are of aluminum wire, 10 ails in diameter.
All transistors have multiple bends in all three leads. These transistors were to
find application in the Space Shuttle.
INVESTIGATION:
A cursory visual examination with a 1 OX lens revealed severe damage to the glass to
metal seal in all transistors. They were subjected to a gross leak test utilizing
dye penetrant and experienced 100% failure. A closer examination of the devices with
the scanning electron microscope (Photos 1-5) demonstrated severe damage to the glass-
to-metal seals. The quality of the glass in the feed throughs seemed to be normal.
All leads exhibited movement with respect to the seal glass (Photo-4) in a direction
away from the header, indicating damage was almost certainly induced by a pull on the
lead. Checking of the lot history of•these devices revealed they did experience a
pull test according to MIL-STD-740, method 2036, where a 10 lb weight is suspended
from the package for 15 seconds. Reports also indicate that 100% failure of a 20
piece sample of these parts, subjected to hermeticity checking did occur after lead
tensioning test.
CAUSE:
Insufficient metal-to-glass seal integrity resulted in poor resistance to the lead






This TO-8 package is not recommended for devices intended for use in the aerospace
environment.
7
Al r1LYSIS PERFORMED BY
TA	














P.O. BOX 7953, PHOENIX, ARIZONA 65036
NASA
RELIABILITY AND QUALITY ASSURANCE GROUP













Photos 1 - 6 SEM views of damaged glass in transistor Ser 035.
The damage seen here is typical of all samples.
The emitter wire has been cut to allow the emitter
post to be pushed up. This transistor and all
samples presented for analysis were gross leak















I	 OM MorUROLA INC.	 RELIABILITY AND QUALITY ASSURANCE GROUP
Semiconductabr Gra+zr^s 	 PRODUCT ANALYSIS REPORT NUMBER
P.O. BOX 2953, PHOENIX, ARIZONA 65036
	 PL-099*034	 PAGE	 OF
PREPARED FOR	 REFERENCE	 DEVICE TYPE
	
LOTNUMBER
ROCKETDYNE (NASA)	 I SJ6708H	 -
I
Photo 3. 10X
Close-up of emitter post. Note pushing
of gold plating into tiny rolls, indicating
tension applied to leads caused them to
move within the glass.
Photo 4
OM40TOROLA INC. 	 RELIABII ITY AND QUALITY ASSURANCE GROUP
Sen^iconderctor Grouxs	 PRODUCT ANALYSIS REPORT NUMBER
P.O. BOX 2953, PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85036
	 PL-099*034	 PAGE	 OF
PREPARED FOR	 REFERENCE
	 I DEVICE TYPE
	
LOT NUMBER
ROCKETDYNE (NASA)	 I	 -	 I	 SJ6708H
s 4
Photo 5 - Close-up of base post
Note concentric spalling of glass,
indicative of lead movement within
seal area. All remanants of the
meniscus are missing. 	 (20X)
4 1L.
!J1 W070 CLA INC.
Sem1c4mry duatcPr Graup
RELIABILITY AND QUALITY ASSURANCE DEPARTMENT
PRODUCT ANALYSIS REPORT	 h'!1	 '








REPORT NO. PL-099*031	 _!
DEVICE TYPE	 LOT NUMBER CUSTOMER PART NUMBER 1
SJ6708H	 LA 1
after 2000 hrs, op life	 JAA
& SPACE ADMIN. 	 REASON FOR REJECTION
Life Lab N.O.D.
R QUESTOR	 TYPE OF REQUEST
June C .	 q FIELD	 ® HiREL QA q RELIABILITY
	
q RMR	 q OTHER
T^TAL FAILURES
	











Device #13 was submitted on a N.O.D. following unloading. A preliminary
electrical check proved the device to be good. A subsequent electrical
check in the unloading area again proved the device to be good.















MOTOROLA INC.	 RELIABILITY AND QUALITY ASSURANCE DEPARTMENT 	 ! .





REPORT NO. PL- 099*032
REFERENCE	 DEVICE
	 E	 LOT NUMBER I CUSTOMER PART NUMBER
BS5238	 SJ 6708 H	 LA 1	 -	 A;
i	 POINT OF FAILURE
I	 NATIONAL AERONAUTICS	 2000 hr burn-in







AACA/ Lo c .
`21 N.O.D. (E-B short #4 E
TYPE OF REQUEST
q FIELD	 0 F:,REL QA q RELIABILITY
QUANTITY RECEIVED	 I LOT SIZE	 I SAMPLE SIZE
)E(S)	 SERIAL NUMBER( S)
7733	 4, 21, 69
BACKGP.OUND :
Three units were submitted after 2000 hours of op life testing. Unit 21
was reported as an E-B short at unloading. Units 4 and 69 were limit
rejects on the post 2000 hour read out.
IPNESTIGATION:
A parameter check found unit f4 to be good while units 21 and 69 were
marginally low on hFE 3 (19.6, 19.4 - min 20).
Microscopic inspection of #21 after delidding and chemical etching
disclosed no evidence of a failure mechanism that would cause an E-B
short.
No further analysis was performed on unit #69
CAUSE:
Unit #4 was found to be good.
1
Units 21 and 69 were marginally out of spec. and the failure mechanist-
























MIL-STD- 750 TEST STATION
	
MANfJFACTURER TYPE ORs {^ TEST METHOD









































































































































2066 Guage Motorola 66CSB54061 #8
2066 Calipers Brown & Sharpe 579-1 4-542
ENVIRONMENTAL
MIL-STD-202 Temp. Chamber Blue M WSP-109E-3 126676
Method 107
2006 Centrisafe Triotech G385-IB 142814
1071 Bomb Station Isovac MKIV 144030
2026 Solder Dip Motorola - - - - 996931
1056 Thermal Shock Thermal Dynamic 2103 177630
2036- Tension Tester Hunter CTM 82286
1021 Moist. Resist. Blue M FR366PB 87004
1041 Salt Chamber Associated SS-3-4 65536
2016 Shock Avco 94005-2 78361
2056 Vibration Ling CP5/6 70933
2057 Vibration Ling CP5/6 70933
LIFE TESTS
1031 LT-2 Blue M POM-24 38907
(High Temp.
Chambers)




9PD 32 99 R-2 (6/69)
AL

















R.O. #05 100% Initial Electrical Inspec-
tion f









I - TV #20 76 pc. Group "B" initial Electrical.
#30 20 pc. B-III End Pts.
#35 20 pc. B-1V	 End Pts .
Sub Group
V #40 20 + 3 High Temp . Life, 340 hrs.
#45 20 + 2 High Temp. Life, 670 hrs.
#50 20	 2 High Temp . Life, 1000 hrs.
` Sub Group
VI #55 40 + 4 Steady State Operating Life
-' Electrical Inspection,
168 hrs.
'' #60 40 + 3 Steady State Operating Life.
L! 340 hrs.
#65 40 + 3 Steady State Operating Life,
670 hrs. 
4 70 40 + 3 Steady State Operating Life,	 x
1000 hrs.
_. #75 40 + 3 Steady State Operating Life,
1500 hrs.













1 VII	 #$1 15 -t 2 Electrical Inspection, Post
Power Cycling, 1000 cycles.
# 82 15-+ 1 Power Cycling, 2000 cycles.
#83 15 + l Power Cycling, 3000 cycles,
#84 15 + 1 Power Cycling, 4000 cycles.
#85 . 15 + 2 Electric al Inspection, Post
Thermal Shock, 25 cycles. f
#86 15 + 2 Thermal Shock, 75 cycles.









Thermal Shock	 300 cycles.,
Thermal Shock, 500 cycles.
a:
.I
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































n u i i i
(lACSG^Oa M_A.;,l,t _.ti'.Ia	 ....^O.L4!._.^!L'..'A11•.---___ _ atth_'.=.^^li:1L7".-- -	 E?AS^	 ,-._
DEVICE = vJ0701 {1s C,.N 'fkOL k	 u5 tar
K_4UC.'UT = 05
FF}} UNIT iC.`-:.	 1 FrV•tL• SVCr=.', VCc` t1	 -
(!	 0001:r .:ad.S Nh ^,1;.	 V tsL4.^	 V 11!+.„ MV d.•_
00015." _,;1.5	 NA -.70.	 V t .l.n	 V 11,.	 . MV
00016c• t'O.ca NA 405 	 V 4;35 .0	 V 11 WV
0001 S' Sz.4a:c_£1ELw ttz4^—,L _	 ^e'S7^	 Y. i c t .. MV	 _._. -.- 3I t	 —.-------.
-
00015a 6-C.5 NA tr„ •	 V i>L3.t	 V 11 f4V U.»









i.n Ir5 _11A_ -____	 -^:+.	 Y--_-.--__
^ 
ta4A	 v 1_u '1V_	 .--	 ---. - t.1




.000016v ^i.°	 !+A 2•	 V 9Lb .0 	 V
.. 00016 ^b^aar`	 —.._ -.	 __ .^tCz.a_^1______ o4:	 .&	 Y
00016..
—
1.L%.440	 UO, 4c=U.	 V b19.G	 V 11 MV ^O.a
O p : 167 b69&0 NA »t,2.	 V t,r,b.G	 V i 1 MV +. '















t	 DEVICE	 J670bm	 CoNIRGL i	 = OSSr`_31;






PA,.AM PA" -: 	;'AKAW PAC,-; 	PAvAM PAGE	 PAKAM PACi	 7wkm F
00July
M. Oi 17 I W z T. 	 2
000043 F%VCL S	 2
0 _4)L-.T4 t^VC ►S__ _._._3-.- - _ - -^_. -_- 	
- -	 -- -- -	 -- -	 -----000 1.501 HVCES	 5
000120 NVCE`,	 4
Q 0145 BVCES	 4
:.
0	 MEASUR'	 '^COVF-k SHi'-I	 OA'F 0=i/16/76	 PAC,:-	 1	 aAir-
Or-VICE	 = bJb7GbH
	




r	 LC'f1 -	 - 0 U 1	 # Ft t-JE S__







^'E.SCR'Cp"'IDN - _	 NFN ►^..=9^i.TS»-_`"--
TLMP CYC CON5T ACCEL
HIL-H "EMP REVrRSE BIAS 40 H(JUk$
No f-16IN Ta TABLE Z
PA►.RM:.-:, C1,4011EUNL PA;,$g 0 TtSi #r	 LIMITS	 0 FF1LUn_	 hEJECI UF-I"Cck1A
G
1 cESr	 -	 ---'—aar-------a"a3-
►1IN =	 0	 cLcCT READING	 MEAN	 =	 7.b76647 UA
MAX =	 50. UA	 ^14	 5 SID DcV =	 34.kOZ47 UA
ICESI
	
IO)	 af>1	 061	 PARM 0 1 = 001 PANM # 2 = 001	 CALL N = G1
MIN =	 -2G. UA	 0	 :.. LTA	 MLAN	 = 2.731na94 UA
-._.._----------_._-_-----._._--_-_--
MAX 
—?.._.---- -20. U A 	._ 45 - 	 w-PtNDfN 
.CGDc_.I_.___.-.__--_--	 3 570 DEV = 14.b33700 UA
ICESI
	 {X)	 001	 001	 FARM 0 1 = 001 PROM v 2 = 001	 CALC A	 2c
M 1.tY-	 .3.	 D.LLTT.A-.__.__— 
-----------'MAX =
	
100'.. !L 	 101	 '--PENDENT CDDE ! 7771- 	 3 STD [REV - 110.^6072
MIN =	 C'	 rUzCT htADING	 Mc AN	 =	 ;41.0061 V
MAX -	 a STD DtV =	 43.7094 V
MIN =	 i	 LLcC,' - AD1NG	 MEAN	 =	 654.0749 V
MAX
	
0	 3 STO U:V =	 406.0124 V
VCEE. ?	 004	 OOti
MIN =	 r	 cL_CT READING	 M=_AN
	 = i31.^.c14 MV
v	 ^'_ 	 a c +D ULV =	r1.QLb.{^itV
HFE`	 UC 	 00°,
--^.b3 f4;.o
MAX -	 60.	 .	 J ^7U ULV = 11.4.6-1--
MFE3	 X	
-
-00'; _ _ f+PRM M	 = 0 rte_ f!AOM- 0 ` -	
__	 _._. _-	 --- - --	 ------- ----- -PIN =	 -20.	 Ic,	 X U_LTA	 m" AN	 b.EE?183^X
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r^Nea'.fU.	 KS^^rt^'W;.P.HIE.M-.aw..,. - •.^A^.e,ril4lTwwLjam`-p...:i-:4if+s^^.	 A	 •_	 ,




- J `^ •-^ ^^ _ ._. ^^ L.
	 F 7 	 er_^, i ^_^I
	 w p er	 t
ANNLIV .
OACS090S
	 W ASUREMEW5 READOUT DETAIL
	 DATi 03/16/71s	 PAGE
d
DEVICE
	 = SJ6706H	 CGNTKUL N = 055218
	
_- LOT	 = 001UT
uNf'	 ICc51	 IC.ES1 ( D)
	 ICES1(X)	 Bvckcl	 BBC=S
	 VCES c	 HFE
Ct`61 ^5^
	 --"is1^0 1JA --	 7.tG`1s l^A ----	 I` s$BOZ- KZ* - ___._-_ 476.000I6GR	 33.66 UA	 :2.bs^40 UA*	 fi.(s500 KX#	 540. V
	 66..0 V	 119.0 MY	 ta.TG : Ialk	 37 65 UA
	 3x.423 uA*7
	I.4600 KX*	 O. Y
	 ac .5 v	 13G.o MY
	 2i.Z000162	 914.0 NA	 94.0 NA	 -5.7pG %
	 a
	 94v.5 V
	 114.n MVOC•''lb3` 	 NA-	 N11	 ^^. 1 ^.-	 470. V	 E3i31. - V	 -11:.0 MV
	 41.: -00016:	 73C•.0 NA
	 259.3 NA	 5.f00 x	 48u. V	 921.0 V
	 MV	 o.,.400016 `+ 	7.740 UA	 7.0773 UA	 1.06 0C KX*	 4x0. V	 681 .6 V	 l .a MV	 i_9.5!	 00v16:. 
	 9.630 UA .._ ---- bsYG10 UA„ 	-,_6ai. 00 -, X; -.. -_.--_ 4h0. V_ ----,---848 .0 V	 11'^O N_v-^	 P7 30:16?K'	 -^3•aL^Ua	 33 . 0sJ UAx .s^SKx	 a^0. v
	 7:5 v	 -142.; *Y --





. : M	 A!i_>	 r: :.sDGttI	 ; A It, DATE' 03/16/. o	 PAGE	 0





















0.:7.1Y -a.9 14L	 X






000G 20 7.0300	 xOU21 -4.3000
	
X
-Ou 23 -b.3: v0	 Y
060C24R -9.4400








o0-. • 45'29t1 -21.1OU	 X+F
Q0Ge31
-5.1000	 X
00 i;3ZR --4.sL00	 X C - 0,33
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000035 -b.l iti0	 7tOO., C,36 -5 n 1600	 X














_	 000046 --690600_- X
- ------	 -	 _-000048 -7 n c500	 X
00c:649 -:$.±-200	 x
• '." 60---_0 -4.1400	 Y
OauosP
—boz5OO	 X
OAGSv^O.	 Mr-ASUFLMEW '_ t—ADUU: U.. I A1L i:A'L'
	 A3116 %. d	 {+Piac
SEVICt	 nJ670tbM CuMTROL 0	 - 055z3r.
_- LOT =001















o66L:67R 	 ^__- ^ 	 _VOW_ i	 _.. _ --	 - ----. —__-
O:.Jusep 	 -20.690	 X t00 1 t 55rn	 -150700	 X00060	 -7.3300
GJD .62k
	 --21.800	 Xs000	 1t-6.7100_063
_
0
	 , -64	 -7 03u4	 X
_x.0 r. : . 6^
	 =323 d
O • . ,,k ,67	 --'.9100	 X
a ^—
000-6h	 -$.6
	 0_ . ,	 z
"00-60—




000075	 --S.t35O 0 	i
000076
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LOT	 001
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DEVICc	 = SJ61CSH	 C17NTkUL 4	 OC1i^
-- -- - -- - -- _ ... ----	
LOT.
REJECT LIS.










OOOl10 ICESI 	 o _.	
_-	 -	 ---	
- -- - ---- ^_.. ------	 _
007119 ICESI	 4
OW121 ICESI	 4



















IrAf At-PAGE _-- -- PP-kaM	 PAGE _ -	 HAW	 PA(:^	 __- 'A ^!L^F9 ___ ^!AS^C	 __!'A ^ Aft_.. RA^2F	 -._.__P
GOQ"Z. ICESI	 c	 tiF-3 6
0001	 6 1C[ 51
Oa00 0 ICESI	 ?.









-- ----	 -- -----	 ---- --- _----	 --	 --	
_ -- ---------...-- ------ •--	 ---
-`-T0 00 620 "T[ E'S^T`-___._.^r _ __ _..3-•i^f ^ -	 ,--' C.
000032 ICESI	 2
OG.E3.	 IckSl	 P0 W039 HFF E 3
OOOG45 ICESI	 2	 Hrc 3 a
000057 ICLS1	 3 --.•--____-__....._	 __	 __	 __._.---------.._-..---_.._.----._- 	 -__-.______._.-OOGM Ir't_i-----J._.._: NFL-" .-..__.....T_...
OL0059 ICESI	 S
000062 ICESI	 3	 MrtJ' I
000083 ICESI	 3
-	 ----- —	 -	 -	








-- _OWU91_ - ICES1^ _--	
--- -^ . _ ._.._ _. _. -. -
d
F
OAc60JSi 4tm	 ML^SUA1 _ MEW -:	 oLADOUi Dt. IAIL	 UA " ' t U.+l16ITB	 p Al c	 l.i	 <y
DEVICF
	
= SJ67ObH CONTROL 6	 = OSdap3BLOT
	 s 001
REJECT LIST










DOOtge HFE3	 T00u"w ICE S1	 3
O0G1G3 Ict'si
OC-.'lCT	 3CESl
	 .4OOClO9 1GE_SZ	 4
Ot.10112	 ICES1	 4	 HFE3 E+
000114 ICESI	 4




ICES1.,,.,4Y .00c.12b . Ic4 S1't. 	 4000131_HFE3	 8
04,0140 ICt 51	 4








_	 ••^	 - 	
-nom	 :. .._..t
7py
PA&So50*_	 f;CAS4A4LWt4TS COVEk 
Sli
S"LE	 O& IIZZ78 	 PAGE	 I.
- 
F_DEVICE	 SJ6708H	 CLPNTPCL v	 e- us::p zb	 SPMPLE: SIZE
LOT	 001	 A kLJiCT5
READOUT
	









168 HOURS TABLE 3
PARAM&Wk CEP463TIONS PARK fi - 'VEST 0
	 LIMITS	 r FA I LURE' S 	 REJEC T
 Ci [_".I ;%
ICES
-
1	 001	 001 MIN =	 a	 zL-, Cl P-AVING	 KF Ar4	 i.4obb45743 UA
MAX =	 t)O. UA	 I	 A 57 D DEW	 7.449702 VA
110ES3	 to)	 001	 001	 PAR 0 1	 00 !o $ I . AfOl a p	 fic.1	 CALL ► 	 21
M IN =	 -20. UA	 0	 Or—LTA 	 MEAN	 '41t.IV87 NA
MAX =	 20. UA	 I	 0EFLNDtNl 000t 1	 3 %1 a uz- V	 7.236883 UA
ICEZI	 (% 1	 001	 001	 PAkM 0 1	 OOL PAFM 9	 nOl	 CALC 0 = 22
M IN  =	 0	 k DELTA	 MEAN	 1,?.6727bO X







	 0	 i-LC7 PLAVIN6
MAX =	 3.
CO5
MIN =	 0	 L_iC T R t- A 1) 1 tk.
MAX =	 2.6 m
004 r^




MAX m	 Co.	 1
"3	 PAI, m 0 1 _ 00z, PA, (M 0 P = 00c
PIN =
MAX =	 zo. X	 I
MEAN --- =_. -
	 — - .
X ST 0 Di:. V =
	 o..2ti5T MV
ME
3 SID D E V =	 487.0776 tj
MEAN	 =
3 STD Uf.V -	 5.5021,48
Mt AN	 =
5 510 uz. V
.-MEAN






WC= M" W= fm
MEET`
QA<50595—_ Mg:A5U".MEN75 COVLR SW9T OATE Oi/13/ -f A




	 FARM	 TEST LIMITS w FAILUkES N-Jf.Cl	 CklIERIA
TF 006	 0045
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MOO I* W 6066Avg	°'•'De'Ix	000c; P VZYN 0•091VN3• Z34d'49I0001
O•ZTLC•ZTn •£.1Aw	IIx	OV-6"9-VN o•TF-VN5.62iIK?1000
d•RZZt•01* N 6'66An S•hTTx	3J1zv6'1VN ::16VNx•91.0w9I90^
E•OPfir0•ZIn 09RdAW 0.711*=	D6-•Q.d9vn a110•S'inOSV•E65TOOD --- -
£3dNb 34143	S7JT2 S47A(z) 113,311IQ)IS371IS 3721INn
-
.T -Lnnov7N - -
100 =10 1
— -- --- -
B£z,So =	0'1011LNn:H80L9" =MIA30


























































































































































































































































F,F,^.•,.;e"-- ; .	 ^..	 ^. ,' ... ..: , ... ,:.. ,..,	 r .
.^,.rs.	  ^ r
	
^ `^-;^^r+w? ^	
..,	 ^	 -: - 'r.^	 ,_.;.o..	 ..	 .q,..„	 .,	 _,	 _ .yn„ ^	 ; n^q...^w:. n....-.;-^.






 REAOQUT .. DEIAjL
	 AA^--9^/1.'./ 7c 	 F^AG^ 	 4 ---- -----^-----._ _	 "








000164	 -8. &TI 00 X	 380. NS




€^ 	 ^_.9AC5050£ 	MEASUREMEN T_ READOW DETAIL	 <'L 04/13/78	 PALL	 7
DEVICE	 = SJ670BH	 CONTFOL A = CES238
LGT	 = OCI















_- OACSO505	 MEASURE ►ENTS READOUT - OL TA IL	 DATE 0.4/1 ?/78 _ ___ PAC F- 6	 ^ -__




ELECTRICAL REJECTS	 -- - -^-- ^-
	
UNIT PARAM PAGE
	 PAF ,.M PAGF	 PARAM PAGE	 PARAM PALL	 NANAM PAGE	 PARAM PAGE
060 ,106 YCES 2	 3	 "FE 4	 -	 HFE3	 3	 TF







000163 ICES 2	 4
000165 ICES 2	 4





PARAM PAGE	 PARAM PALL	 PARAM PACk	 pi-RAM PAC,	 PARAM PAGt
















COVER SHEE T 	 DA%- 041U6-*tf'	 P ACP f-	 I
ofv;CE	 si6700ot	 CUNIROL 9	 O5`.730	 SAMPLt SIZE
LOT	 • RLJ-4 CTS
AF- AO(JUT	 =	 X RrJrCTED	 6.58 X
PRIUR	 = NOW
IST CMPL	 = 04ZG'-IfM
PLURIPT 4
GR(AJP 8 INITIAL TABL^ -t
PAP,+MFT FA C(NJ j TIfjf%!I PAPM f !ES7 0	 Llo 1 7.1 	 0 FAILWhES	 iEJrf-, --R]TtWIA
ICES	 002	 001
MIN	 ELEC! kLADIW6
	 KLAN	 1*58836" UA




M I N 	READING
	 MEAN	 9i2*9436 V
MAX	 G	 3 blo W-W	 457.b0336 V
C.	 -Lc CT* READING
MAX	 1• v	 0	 3 STD MV c	 5 i 'b4 76 14V
"FE 3
"IN	 20	 CLC, LEADING	 IftAft	 260200714







































.1 •. • )
'fa
J











































































































 ,1 ' ;,J J n (+ o :• u; o .1 •.. v) ^u o J .1 ^. :1
 I ., u rl :, a •.. .-).0,; ..
 to -.• 4) J
 ., _





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































IGlow- 0_i, = 	 M-. A.6UR : M`!d'S AEADOU r Of-TAIL	 JA7t Cr/.-6/"'n	 pAGi	 +















i	 tr	 a	 f^^
Kim
3.,	 OACSGSC.,. 	 McASURMam°kREADOUT DETAIL	 6X7 	 PAGE.
DSVICE	 = SJ6 7GAM
	 CONTPOL 0
	 = CISS! 28	 }
URA	 = 041




UNIT PAK-iP4 PAGc	 PARAM PAG:	 PARAM PAGE	 PARAM PAG:.	 PARAM PAGE	 PARAM PAGE
000L C5 tiVCFS








liACS0--_	 MCASUki-MENTS COVER SHEET 	 ()Alt. 02/09/ 7 E	 PAC.-	 1
DEV1C;	 = SJ670am	 CONTPUL I	 = f15n2 F	 SAMPLE SIZE	 =	 20
i





_OLSCIZIP?lUN =--------lyE'N_PL_-49.784 —	 ------	 --------	 —_ _- --- -.----- ---_- -•---	 ------.._	 _^.
E-3 SHULK VI9 VAR FRE0
C(1NS7FNT ACCtLEHATJON ACUU` , 11l,	 -
TABLE 4 LIMIT 1
PARAMETER CONDITIONS PARM • TEST	 LIMITS	 R FAILURE-	 kEJECT CRITERIA
MIN =	 O -- '^^Lh T kEAW hG	 MEAN	 = I.Ibb1722 UA




MIN =	 800. V
	
O	 CL-CT READING	 MEAN	 c	 94b.7!OW V




MIN =	 C	 EL.LT kLAD1NG	 MEAN	 = 13a•7Y9W M
_..	 MAX =	 --I . V—_	 L-	 °------.	 3-.ZIG_lL1L_= ___JS:a:i71117 MV i
HFe 3	 004	 C)G
_	 __...20..._'	 --_	 _.Ll._.__ —LCLLC LAP Q1NCi_.--	 ---_ -ME6N -- . _ _ _' 1Za8299^0MAX =	 60.	 0	
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FAILUkES mE JE CT ...CKITEk I A
C. z.LEC 7 RLAW NO Mh.^N0 3 STO DtV 2.2620778 UA
u ELECT READZNG HE7 An 959.5498	 v
a STU D,--V 131*34851	 V
0 ELECT READIW, mt:AN 237*04967 MV
0 3 S TU DEV m 69.39715 MW
0	 ELECT kZADING	 Mt AN	 = 26.9399A— 	 3 STU Dr.V- .s 9.4 89
MEASUREMLNTS COVER !:Hat- 1	DATE I2/14/77	 PALL	 I




OE--SCFIPTION	 N N PL-49.784
S-4 SAFE OPERATING AREA
TABLE 4 LIMIT I
ITS.












HFE 3	 004	 004
MIN	 20.






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.....:.-	 - . ..	 v?'l^7lw+	 . r	 T±^.^v^sq_;^	 r	 +.wfw7"f'^..	 ... -o.,-.,glrpp	 . EfFwy1T ;,.	 _
----	 r..= r-= r-= c= r	 r r &m" r rr rr r
001CSOv p ^	 ML ASUREM-_W	 CDMER :SHEET	 DAT . 4 /(: 6/'9	 PAGE.	 I
E
DEVICE	 = SJ67C8H	 CONTROL s = US5?38	 SAMPLE SIZE _	 23
LOT.
	 401.-... _..._----- ----. 	 • -RLJb4T^---








^DESCRIPT,Iq{^ ° --._—_._^►'j 1^^99.7ea	 '°P-°. HIIiH ' EMP LIFE _ tA 2Ub DEG. C
340 HI)UPS TABLE 4
PARAME T-9t_CONDI T IONS F+AhM I TEST -! ._.. -, LIMITS	 0 FAiLURi 5	 <£JECT CRtj7E.R1A
ICES 1	 001	 001 ¢ -	 z.	 TREAAJLECN6_ _	 —_-- .MtRN	 s $Q4 .73ib 14R
- - ----....
	
--	 KAX =	 5u. UA	 G	
--	






_= ool F '1lRM --A . 2 = Jf^	
—	
_..	 CALCAr =-21
MIN =	 -20. UA	 0	 DELTAMEAN
 _. _-. 
`_ = ►•3^a6a^! 1T
MAX =	 2G. UA	 t	 DEPENDENT coo 1
	 3 SID DEW = I."46WO UA
i	 fC^S 1 --- 1x)	 ^1--	 00 1 PARM • i--= GOI PARM Vc
f	 MIN =	 L.	 % OE LTA- -	 AM	 = -2•6S94701 Z




•	 MIN =	 800. v	 I	 LLECT READING	 MEAM	 = •4i	 r
vCES 2	 C.0	 003
_ LEC7 RkOAPJN6
---- ----- __ _
	 MkAM._ - . r __ R•1
MAX =	 I. v	 i-	 3 SID DEW	 S9•	 -
MIN=	 E .	 Lt CT READING	 MEAN	 = 2b•d60f9f
MAX =	 6t..	 (	 3 STD OEV =	 ?.504437
MFE 3	 ( X)	 004	 004 i+ARM A! 1 = %O. PA14J --1 V= pi^rq	 — - - CALC I = 22
MIN =	 -2G• X	 0	 A OtLTA
	 MEAN	 = 1.0?56f10b !

































































































































































































































































































































































































 .00'on •o:^oo•^ioo f
o
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 p „ rt n
 n
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GAC:,"O!zi	 ME.A5U2-RENTS READOW. DETAIL DATE C4/C6/79	 PPk;^:	 y
DEVICE '	 = 5J6T G6H CON : kOL i	 = CJS ap 36
LOT = GG1
REJECT LIST--
:'^ ^ ^ L".^a ^ C'
_ 
Cam".' ^ C:^-: Q C. ^'7 C^ ^.. ^.` i ^'7 ^ 9'-, +^^ •^ ^^
S
O^CSCS. ^	 MEASURLMENTS RLADOU DETAIL	 DATL 04/06"6	 PAGE. A








	 PA,,AM FPGI-	PARAM PAGt	 PAHAm PAGE	 PAkkM PAGE
OAC5b505 MEA5U0#WtNTS C6ifP EFEET Q/TE 04/27/7A PAGE t --	 -
_-DEVICE = SJ67CBH _CCWTF?	 L . A = C_S23Q- - SAMPLE SIZE	 = 22
LCT = 00l 0 REJECTS 0
FEACCL_T_ = 4z Z REJECTEC	 = .CO X
FFICF = 20
TST CMFL = C4/2E/7E
DESCRIPTION =	 NFN PL-S5.7f4•
E-5 HIGF TEMP LIFE TA_2CC CEG C
67C..MCLF:	 7 AELE.4.
FARAMETER CChCITICNS	 PARM R	 TEST ! LIkY7E R FAILURES REJECT CRITERIA
ICES 1 001 eel — -----
MI^ - 0 ELECT REACT%c MEAT+ :	 1.OSeaE9f VA
MAh = `C. LA 0 3 SIC CEV s	 4.39132E VA
ICES 1 ID)	 001 CCl PI90 •	 I	 =	 t01 FAFM / 2 = CCI CALC / t 21
Ii IN = -20. UA 0 DELIA MEAN a	 181 *772E2 NA
VAX = 200 UA_ 0 CEPEnk".- _CCDE.-1.. _._ 3 SIC CEY_. s ... 3.1355!20 VA_..--
ICES 1 (1)	 001 OCI FIRM A	 I = OC1 FAFM I 'c = 001 CALC 2 = 22IN = - 0- % DELTA -- .. _	 -- .-- - -. _.1^EA-A...MAX = 1CC. % 2 CEP£h[}ENT COCF 3 3 STD DfV.s 41.7675 2 	 %
—.&%ICES _..Q0.2- CO2
PTf^ = BOC. V 0 ELECT READINC MEAD V
MAX = 0 3 STD DEW -	 E7.l524s	 V
IAIR s 0 ELECT BEADING MEAN =	 132:47EEE MV
MAX x 10 V 0 'J SIC GEV s	 5s.1E470 VV
I+FE	 3 CC4 CC4
Wth =	 204	 0
kIX m	 fCe	 0




Klb+L-_=	 —.2C._._I ...... ... ._- —.0















-	 - =. .ate..._ _	

























ICE	 =_SJ67C:EM CCNTRCL r	 = CSe23e
LCT = Cal
FEACCLT = 4e
UNIT _ICES AL ICES	 1(C) ICES	 l(%)
'r 0On071 450• NA -230.0 NA -22.820a A
000072 4009 NA -11E95 NA -22.55500 %
000073 4709 NA E7 9 0 %A 1E9e2500 2
QOC g 713 340. NA -E.5 NA -1.875900 I
000578 435. NA -171.8 NA -2E.27eCO X
0000e0 430. NA -I9E.0 NA -3102CSOC 2
OOOOe6 4719 MA -1319`- NA -2196e1C0 A
000092 470• NA -27!.0 NA -26.5100 X
000095 5.5 UA 2977E0 UA 219.02CO %*
000105 ?'9 UA 1944C LA 40.4400 1
000108 6609 NA._ -990 NA -19477eCO %
On0113 880. NA 21.E NA 2.ECReCC 2
00n114 5009 NA -74.f NA -12.9 E70C 2
COn115 4009 NA '3.0 NA 1°.27300 2
000117 770* M .-2.CE5 UA -7391500 X
ocoile 6909 NA 30C NA 4420100 Mx
000123 a70. NA 1ce.0 NA 12.721300 1
000124 7.5 UA 1.540 CA 12492600 i4
000125 445* NA. lei.13 NA Ee.e8c0
On0127 4200 NA -2S2.1 NA -41.0e00 2
000129 780• NA e7.5 NA 4.48000 a
000130 3609 NA -6700 NA -1f97E900 3
YCE- 2 14FE 3 _NFE 31%1
113.5 MV 31.7 -l.f'S27CO 2
136.S MV 2698 -291e97CC 2




114.5 MV 3C.3 4.e44Ca 2
11200 MV 3C.0 49eS5C0 X
12306 MV _ F7.2 -x.62!'00 X
112.0 MV
_
3197 2.2E7300 - i	 -
182.0 MV 2306 39faeac 2
161.0 MY 29.9 16100600 0




114. 13 MY 31.3 3.9eac0 t
129.0 WV 23.4 -1.2ERe00 2
121.0 MY	 _ 3C.0 Z34.4CO Mi
13090 MV 249 9 3.7Eace2,
177.0 MV 2E93 3.26400 Y
15700 MV 2S96 2.06aSCO Y
121.5
--9MY 27.7 -716.eC0 MM
113.0 MV 299-9 - e.727ca -if -
140.5 MY 2e.a 4972700 2






COVFR SHFFT	 DATF o 7 /?9/78	 ?AGE	 I
DEV ICE 	SJ670^4H CONTMOL 15523lj SAMPLE SIZF 22
LOT 001 N REJEC TS 0
R=AD ,-UT '5 0 9 REJECTED Jo
pp I Op 20
TST CMPL 05/24/78
NPN PL-c)9.78d
1000 i l)URS	 T4,3LE
P A	 't M E 1, r- P C Q Nn_ I T I V P4-, P AD	 E_5_T---#
-Y F	 IL G.'7- rl-;JSCT fa TEFiA
1 031 001
M lq—
-ADXNG -AIL-- I.,L"5 -49A UA




=-CW,.-PAPM iv 2.01--.9AR 14-4 ........
M IN =	 - 20. UA 0 D ELTA Ms
- 
7 AH 2t: 2.45432 %A
MAX =	 20. UA 0 U^PFNDE7NT CODE 1 3 STD DEV 5.547414 UA
, Cp s	 1 001 001	 PAr.M 0	 1	 U01	 PAPM	 r 2	 J:) I CALC # 22
MV1 = 0 X OFL T A MEAN = -14.6511*6 X
-iAX -	 200. % 2 DEPENOFNT CODE 3 3 STD DFV =	 79.39467 Z
00? 002
MI N Soo. v 0 FLICT QEAr)IWG MEAN 822.9770 V
qTo, - COFv x	 5-4-19712 v
VC= S 2 003 003
----iL ---ZL^a-C T " E &01 NG ky__
MAX 1. V 0 3 STD DEV 61.61437 MV
004—j3aA----
PAI D ! 20. 0 =L!-.CT PZADING MEAN 27.704483
M AX 3 STD DEV 7.549f538
HF'H 	 3	 (X) OU4 004	 P";:.' A 0	 1	 004 PARM V 2	 004 CALC 9 22
MIN
-20. 9 0 x DELTA MEAN =	 -425.1390 WX




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































mp-'^ ASk^k Y '-- COVE	 _ DATE Ic/c2/Y7	 -
DEVICE	 = SJ670dti	 CuNTkOL 0	 = L)5a23B	 SAMPLE sl	 -	 C4
..	
I
SLOT  	 = 001	 # REJECT=	 1




--DES P.. =	 NPk^: -
13-5 SS O PERATION LIFt _ TJ_Ibl . 5 DEL; C
168 !•hi L*► S TABU: 4




MIN =	 0	 EL.CT k--ADING	 MEAN	 =	 929.414 WA
gg
	 MAX =	 50w UA	 1	 3 STD DEW = 2.t2 roE'S.3u$ UA
°	
= 21




001- - PAR M #^ I
MIN =	 —ZtU. UA	 4	 DE L	
_
TA	 MEAN	 66 9.c.I U07 "A
MAX =	 20. UA ------ I	 EPENDEN7 COOE 1	 3 STD 0tV = T.646 4I UA
ICES 1	 (Y)	 GD)	 041	 PAk k p I = (l41 PAt Im a	 = 001	 CALL 0 = ea
MIN -	 u	 % )E LTA	 MEAN	 X
..^_ .._	 -	 ^flx	 _0_Q	 COLL 3	 ;.-S.ILL. . I3LIf _..151 +x`-u .__.]^^_
BVC^S	 002	 00Z
_	 _
1	 MAX -	 u	 3 57D DEV = l_; .76005 V
MI .N -. 
	
4 	 R!.AUING	 MEA14	 - 1.? -`>.i1677O my
MAX =	 1. V	 J	 .3 5TD U:.V =	 47.9436 KV
"TE 3	 004	 004
MIN --	 20.	 co	 t_-Cl kLADING	 MMAN	 = c7 .c a1^6O
MAX =	 6G.	 0	 3 %TO DLV = 10.oi.91914
1iFE 3
	 [% 1	 O0%	 GIL.4	 PAkM # I = wO4 PAaM # l' = L414	 CALC























C, o r1. C


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1p	 .tea-. .. ..dfllmlism. : -Awl-,	 — rANEWfir"
,. ..—*;^- •,.
	
^;x•^..---.rw^?RF-+?'^±R"7Y`.. 	 .:	 ... .Fr.^R^ ,.: 	..'^^!^!^'!^.-,....f'!r,^a.?:`'3w`_'^!mca+x "`	 wr+e74_Rw* ^`^"T" 	
_	 _
.;.,,.^:..-_.	 ... , .,.., - -__
	





	 —	 '7"r>a•— n	 Yre7C	 y:-^.,.	 -r, :t^4r	 - '^""'_	 °"p^{yg^yr..':
pAC^.C' v_.	 14 ASUkEMLNTS READOUT DETAIL
	
DATE 121 2- 2/77	 PAtai	 3








Z ---	 – —
! 1 i "1 ."
	 7	 "'	 G'^	 am rl"-	 !rte-•	 ..^
ME:A511R_k1ENT5 FADQUT DE TA IL
	
DATr 1./
	 77	 YRC_. —_---- --	 -
-	 e
DEVICE	 = SJ6708H	 CONTROL 0 = QStip3a






.''1'"	 .w^,,,	 "Hi"'^°'r""^Yi^yl"ra<'.	 :"ice'	 ,,w..	 ^•
^
hi






	 MEASUkEMEN7 S RLAOOUT ULTAIL
	 DATE 12/22/77	 p i:!=	 b
DEVICE.





-- -- -._ ----- - - ------- kEA^^u^"
	





a--	 Iw - ---r-- air--
Erg	 v	 ♦ 	 —c:_	 As '^5,°ei _.,^,^s	 fi^
W^.,	
^- ^..^" ^ --^-^.




OACS.O^u	 MEA!.UkfNct^'s;, kEAGUUT GtJAIL
DEVICE	 = SJo7ou" CONIROL !	 = 055238LUT
-- .'--
	
---' ---	 - -' ' - UUVT	 = 55
REJECT LIS-
ELECTRICAL REJECTS _ ^ _	
-
-	 ------------	 ------
U41T	 PARAM	 PAGE	 PAr4AM PAGE PAnAN	 FI;Gt PARAM PAGt PAF-AIA PAGE PARAFA PAG`
—^	 56E 1
	
ICES 1_. -- Q..	 RVLL
DELTA KEJEC TS
UNIT	 pAfcAM	 Pf.(iE	 PARAM F^AGE PARAM	 PAGc PARAM PAGE PAiiAM PAC;t PAkAm PAGE
OOC, C61	 ICES 1	 2
PEF2CEHT 0=L 7A ktJtC^ -









SCRIP 1ON = NPN PL-99.784
V-6 SS GPfRATION LIfk- TJ lta7.5 DEG C
340 muks TABLE 4 r
--- ^ARRMZ_. TLit CC1taLl 'f^Cri5	 PI^FiM t	 TE5T iY L1M1TS	 t FAfLllri^:a Mc Jr CT 4.tI7EFtIR
ICES _l 001 001
MIN = 0 ELECT READING MEAN = 1.0187141 UAMAX =	 CjC. UA C 3 STO Di-V = 2.69762:;8 UA
MIN =	
-24. VA 0 UM LTA MEAN = -5c0.t9y4 NA
MAX -	 c0. UA 0 5,PLNUEMT CWE: 1 3 STO O-V = b.6"OLz' UA
ICES 1 4X) 001 001 PARM t 1 = 001 PARM M L = 001 CALL	 _	 _
MIN = [. X OELeA MEAN c -26.607 rU4 x
— --
MAX =	 ^ . _ M
-
-_Dy PLI IDEN? CODE-. - 3 -.-3 - "Tn D v 10z _' ; 1 a8	
—
}
9VCES 00, OG 
r	
--
U^. .-.._.._.ELE_CI.StEAD1NG MJlbL-_ _ o^ti_^.47z.-- w—
S
MAX = 0 3 STD DEW v
VMS a
MIN W 0 ELECT PtADING MEAD] = 133.C9258 CAV
MAX =	 1.	 V 0 3 S7 U DEV = 4e. 13% MV
--
__..
"FE  3 0(.14 o0ek
MIN -	 204 4 -LECl REEDING MEAN = 26.a+673kb
FLAX =	 00. It 3 STO D=V s 10.732Zk
FIFE	 3 IS) 0G4 004 PAF+F+ rl!	 I	 =	 C04	 PAttM	 N	 c	 = CO- CALC 0 = L2













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































M I N 0 EL-C7 READING
MAX 1.	 v 0
P41N 20. 0 ktADiNt,
MAX (50.
"FE 3	 Cx) 004	 004	 PARM 0 1 004 PARM 0 004 CALC	 i2^
MIN 0 V- LTAX L
0-4 A - - F^R 2
3 1510 E)-',V =	 V
MF AN	 1340,391" KV
$TO DEV z 4m.46362 MV
M EAN N	 26.3b5965
Z SID D • V	 10.445343
to." = M-41 = i=--144 = = = 77=" = = == . = k= ^ -1 t= 1- -
: I.
DEV ICE 	 SJ6708H CONTRC- a	 CjSb23A SAWL
	
SIZE 43
LOT	 001 # RLji: CTS 0
RFAUOUT Z F F-JECILD I
PRIOR
TBT CMPL
E.'^ CRI PTIOm 84
P-6 5-5 OPti(ATIUN LIFE	 TJ_18-,-.=i PF(, 	 C
670 "OUkS TABLE 4
LIMITS	 N FAILUk 4 AhoECI CRITtRIA
0 ': LLCI RLAVING 0	 A rl, z,13.9277 NA
UA 0 i STU DS: V 2. 1 b 49.5^7 UA
0 66-1 00 . CALC a alPARM # 1	 001 PARNI -01F--^7T^
MIN =	 -Zo. UA v LP:LI A MEAN NA
PAX =	 20. OA ki W- PI NDLNT C WE I J SID Wiv 8.464044 UA
ICES	 I	 (ai) GGI 001 PAkm. V	 I	 =	 001	 FAt, po,	 4	 c	 = COI CALC # 22










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OACS0505 MEASUREMENTS COVER SHEET DATE 05/14/ 7y PAGE	 1
DEVICE = SJ670&h CONTROL N	 = OS5238 SAMPLE SIZE	 - 43
f^ LOT	 = OOI A REJECTS --	 - I
-._._...— ....... .... --
-
READOUT	 = 75 X REJECTED




DESCRIP#IDN =	 NPN PL-99.784
B-6 SS UPERAtION LIFE TJ-187.5 DEG C
1500 HOURS TABLE 4
PARAMETER CONDITIONS	 PARM s	 TEST / LIMITS !w FAILURES REJECT CRITERIA
ICES 1 001 001^
MIN = O
_	 _
ELECT READING ME111Y =	 1.0537960 UA
MAX =	 50. UA 0 3 STD DEV =	 2.7137521 IIA
ICES
	
l (D)	 001 001	 PARM 0	 l = 001	 PARM N 2 = 001 CALL ! = 21
MIN =	 -20. UA 0 DELTA MEAN =	 -545.5174 NAMAX =	 20. UA 0 DEPENDENT CODE 1 3 STD DEV =	 3.47674E UA
ICES I (XI
	
001 001	 PARM 4	 1 = 001 PARM 0.2 = 001 CALC ! = 22
MIN - 0 X DELTA MEAN = -19.2c5446 XMAX =	 300. X 4 DEPENDENT CODE 3 3 STD DEW =	 101.7;.367 1
i	 BVCE5 002 002
' MIN =	 MOO. Y O ELECT READING MEAN =	 940.5581 VMAX = 0 3 STD
_
iIEV '=	 155.79972 V
h_
Y4ES 2 Q03 -0.03..-
MIN = 0 ELECT READING MEAN =	 133.69733 MVMAX -	 1. V 0 3 STD DEW =	 48.46556 MV
HFE	 3	 _- 004.._ 0.04
MIN =	 20. 1 ELECT READING MEAN =	 25.435623
MAX =	 60. 0 8 STD DEW =	 9.657045
MFE 3 (X)	 004 004	 PARM M 1 = 004 PARM a 2 = 004 CALC r = 22
MIN =	 -20. X 0 % DELTA MEAN =	 -E.654001
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oul4) IOU) IAU)I..51A)WOw1l:t.')U)Oulu) A U) UI to O U) W uI 0000 knOUl 0
0
0 W
U) w O fin
W
 . • • • • • •r • •P) •F • • •N
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QAC5050t,	 MrASLIRiLMENT!; COVER SHEET	 —_DATE 11/.2/77	 PAq






TST CMPL	 =	 1/77
'—tr SS OPURATION LIFE T4_ld7.& DEG L
1000 HOURS TAOLL 4
J-,CT CRITcklA
t_ 'LC	 u=AgItvG Me AN	 = I.,Ilt,916 UA
MAX 50 6 VA SID Dr V = 4.44Y41=. UA
ICES 1	 (0) 0• CALC 0	 21
MIN =	 -20. urn MEAN	 = -1 8	 lt^ NA
MAX =	 iG. UA L Vt.PimDtNT CODE	 1 3 STI> 0-tv = 9.3253tju VA
ICES	 1	 9%1 001 oul PARM N I	 OOX PAkX A	 P	 001 CALC 0	 2[
MIN 0 X	 i3ii L'I A MEAN
X
SVCL. S GO.- 002
14LAN 21-	 Z6_ ^2 if,
MAX E)Z i.T	 Dc .171	
L 'i,
v
HFr- 3 Ix 1	 004	 00	 PAR14 9 1	 C04 PAKN 9	 0(
MIN	 -Zo. :4
--ZQ-9 . 15 r	 —
MEAN	 = 131.904bib AV
z sTD DLv =	 4b.9,ctIZ3 MW
ELECT PEADINC,	 Ml- AN
3 STO O 	 9. 69b I--


















n m V •i^ ^T I1	
^^ 0




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































AC50!S35 MEASUR=VENTS COVER SHEET DAlk 03/10/78 PAGE' 1
ICE = %J6706" CONTROL v	 - OS5236 SAMPLE SIZE 41
j
-
LOT = 001 0 REJECTS Z
READOUT = 60 X REJECTED	 = 4.86 X
PRIOR = 2C
j TST CMPL = 33/10!78
ESCRIPTIOM =	 MPH PL 990784
0--6 SS OPERATION LIFE TJ 267 .5 EPLG C
2000 HOURS TABLE 4
PARAMFT2K CONDITIONS
	
PARM 0	 Tf5` I	 LIMITS I FAILUNE S._ "EJECT CRITENIA
CES I 001 001
MIN	 = 4 ` Wf CT .. READING MEJW 1.0000676 uA
MAX	 = 50. UA 0 3 STO DEV = 2.5479094& UA
ICES I tU)	 001 001	 PARM r 1 = 601 PARK f 2 = 04>1 CALC a r ?I
- MIN	 = -20. UA G DELTA MEAN	 = '--614./306 OR
MAX	 = 20• UA O OEPENDENT CODE 1 3 STD DEV = 704345" WAL
ICES 1 92)	 -DAT OCR	 PARM 9 1 = 001 PARM 0 2 = 001 CALC / = 22 ;
& M1N	 = O X DELTA MEAN	 m -22.9815,Si	 X
MAX	 = 10G.	 X 4 DEPENDENT CODE 3 3 STD Dev - 113.15364	 X
ESWCES 002 002
MIN	 = 800.	 v I ELECT READING MEAN	 : 943.4073	 V
MAX ..._ 0 -.-	 _ 3 STD DEV - 162.2x!4.; 9
E	 VCES Z 043 403
MIN	 = 0 ELECT REAPING MEAM	 = /33.40734 1<V __
MAX
	 = 1.	 v G 3 510 DEV x 49.166" MV
MFE 3 004 904
MIN	 - 2L. 1 ELECT READING MEAN	 = 26.314910
MAX	 = 60. 0 3 STD DEV = 9.071441
4FE t><)	 004 OW	 PARM A 1 = -?G4 PAkm / 2 = V.+ CALC t1 = ?
MIN	 = -20.	 X O I< DELTA MEAN	 : -9.630936	 X
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•'1 r . 0 .• .t (1.' r rl O r ^ 1'rl >7 r•
 
^ t O l , l u I •• +V tlr h7 9 N ^'. 9 ^') :+ 10
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^.1 _ _.... _.L.._ ..,...a..
urn000
mpri


















MEAStMEMEm-S kEAD(ju-, OLTAIL	 A--S 03/IC/7o	 PL GE
DEN J C:_	 SJ67C•OH	 CUNTROL v	 055236





UNIT PAkAM PAGE	 PARAM PAG=	 PAIaAM PAGri	 PARAM PAGtF
	 PAwAl4 PA"	 PARAM PAGE
LOC)0tL4 RVCE c,
	a
000669 "FE 3	 2
& FAILUk%f5	 HLJECT. CRITERIA
4A!Twqmr-pr—
OVER SHEET	 vATE C4Z07/7aQACS0501-	 MEASURLM"47S CL
ICE	 s SJGIPGSH	 CONTROL • = M`.236
' LOT	 - 001,
READOUT
	 - B 
PRIOR	 = NONE
IST CMPL	 - 04/07/78
U-7 WWER CYCLING
1000 CYCLES
PARAMETER CCM.LTIOkS --PARI&-&-. TE.S.1.9 -LIMITS	 -
ICES 1 002	 002
MIN =
MAX =	 CO. UA














MEAN -	 .	 -- - 3o764404Z -Uk —3 SID MV 189320264 UA
MEAN 968	 V; 7
3 SID DEV 144*56943	 V .1
MEAN = 136* 02918 04V






























































































































. 9-n .. 'fi r.,; .r M
 4 ul A,A
H




























































































































































































































































OACSOSOs	 MEASUREMENTS READOUT DETAIL	 OATS 04/07/76	 PALL 3





•eii^ _	 ^_ :..oL.^s.
c
r
r	 A	 xE1:,r  t
R'^;ps'?4_'-,f?'^.	 ^'u`°i""". v .."'?"L,.'1',.''9?.+'.'p±^ae"'+iS'lCx'S' ,^•.
	 _	
_ -
U •CSGS ( 6	 MLASUR €NSLTS READUUT DE' A 3L	 DATE 04^7/ 7h 	 PAGL 4





' 	 EL.E CTRIGL F2EJECT5.-_---..	 -_..
	
Uh1T PARAN PAGE	 PARAM PAGE	 PARAM PAGE	 PARAM PAG_.	 PA,.AM PA(;E	 PARAM PAGE
004(,25 fjvCES	 2
Im Opp
OACS0505 MEASUREMENTS COVER SHEET DATE 05/16/78 PAGE 1
DEVICE = SJ6708H	 CONTROL / = OS `.238 SAMPLE SIZE	 - 16
001 # REJESZS-.




TST CAPL = OS/1^'.78
DESCRIPTION -	 NPN PL-99.784 -- _- -- —
8-7 PGrER CYCLING
2000 CYCLES
.PARAME TEFL CUNDITIONS_-PAfot-l! - T:cS7 0	 -__L V417 ,8__. -#-EAILURES REJECT CRITERIA
ICES 1 001	 001
MIN _ _ 0 ELECT PcADING MEAN




8006 V O --G-ELEr•T	 ERADIN IEAN	 = y6 4.2i8	 VV
= O 3 STD DEV = 152.00774	 V
VCES 2 003--	 003 -	 --
MIN	 = 0 ELECT kEADING MEAN	 = 136.59346 MV
MAX	 = 1. V 0 3 STD DEV = S4.Ob276 MV
HF5 3 004	 004
MIN	 z 24. O ELECT READING MEAN	 = 26.524948
-	





















































































































































OACS0505	 mEASUREmENTS COVER SHEET DATE 06/16"8 PAGE I
DEVICE	 SJb-roaH CONTKOL. • US6238 SAMPLE SIZE 16
LOT





ICES 1 001	 001 0 1 0"23721 1!A
MAX 0 3 STD DEV 4*875165 tk%
-UVCF-% 002—_—Q92-
---MIN 800.	 v 0 ELECT READING MEAN Oft 7946 V
MAX 3 STO DEV 287.73022	 V
MIN 0 ELECT READING MEAN 141 .96844 MV
MAX Is	 V 0 3 $TO DEV 58.61491 IM
WE 3 004	 004
MIN 200 0 ELECT READING W-Ah 26o2749"
MAX TD-
D" 





f--- ^!	 P. VM	 1	 4-^	 P"	 Ind	 bomw	 mm
^a
OACSO505 MEASUREMrNTS kEADOuT DETAIL DATE 06l16f78 PAGE	 2
DEVICE





UNIT ICES I Rvr-ES VCES 2 HFE 7
1.3 UA 960.	 ._V__ 1-8.0.-M V 	.--	 ?6.1
000003 420. NA 904._	 V 13e.0 MV 21.6
000007 430. NA 1.000 KV 120.0 MV 24.4
000008 294 UA 980.0	 V 167.0 MI 21.7
- 000009 
_._ ^_.	 195. UA 930.5	 V 136.0 MV  27.4 ^-000011 S. UA 917.0	 V 154.0 ►tV caO4
000012 600. NA 1.307 KV 166.0 MV 25.9
000014 b00. NA y10.	 V 1 3.0 MV 26.y
--- -0.0041	 __ 320. NA ^.U071..K1C 	 - -.-.134.5...MY_ 27. 
000018 340. NA 944.0	 V 116.5 MV 28.6
000019 350. NA 1.020 KV 134.5 MV 26.9
000020 I.4 UA 1.02c KV 1LO.0 MV ==8.4
--000024-- _3100. kA  903.E ^f _ __ -1.42.► 5 M_Y- - 27sb----
000026 6. UA 879.5	 V 157.0 MV 21.9
000030 420. NA 1.0195 KV 137.0 MV ;f7. ':o
000033 1.3 UA 912.0	 V 169.5 MV 25.1
o"114	 Mw Pm- MOM r—" r!" l."" Mm Im"4. !^1 !	 #	 iw"M illy 	i--w long 	^n^I r w^ ^^
jE _	
_
DAGS0505 MEASUR	 TS COVER SHEET DATE 07/18/78 PAGE 1
DEVICE M SJ6708H CONTROL 0	 = OSS238 SAMPLE SIZE it	 16
LOT - 001 I, REJECTS---- .-! ---7------__-__.----
E READOUT = 04 1 REJECTED ;	 43075 1
x' PRAOR NONE
TST CMPL = 07/18/78
DESCRIPTION =	 ..,.NPN RL-99.754
8-7 POWER CYCLING
4000 CYCLES
PARAM,LTER CONDI T IONS --PARM 0	 TEST 0 -.LIMITS 0 FAILURFS FtJECT_CRITFRIA - __.__^_____^__ -__










0 ELECT .READING!EAM_ . DEV
_ - P 3.^1see7N_g __UA --4
3 STD = 21.47lf39b li4
9VCES _.	 002	 002 _
MIN = 800. V 5 ELECT READING MEAN- s 4rl'l.ft#0 - ^- --
MAX = 1 3 STD DEV = 120.04216	 V
vCES 2 003	 003 - —°-
MIN = C ELFCT READING MEAN = 136.74966 MV
MAX = 1. V 0 3 STD DEV a 54.33976 MV
HFE 3 004	 004
MIN = 20. 0 ELECT READING MEAN 26.631210











!o1	 PP." 1=1 Mom r""-	 r"-"- t""..S ^t ^^	 ^""'.^	 _".^,	 '^	 wo	 i'- M-	 ^	 ^^	 low	 own
OACS0905 MEASU7IFMENTS READOUT DETAIL DATE 07/18/78 PAGE	 2
DLYICF = S36708H CONTROL /	 = OS5238
LaT = 001
READOUT = 84
UNIT ICFs I SVCES VCLS 2 HF, 3
000001 1.5 UA 958.0 V 130.0 MV 26.3
000003 400. NA 916.0 V 129.0 MV 22.1
OOOU07 800. NA 985.5 V 118.0 MV 29.4
000008 2.3 UA 981.5 V 173.5 MV 21.9
000009 1.2 UA 930.5 V 136.5 MV 2d.3
0) •) 1)11R 30. UA 64510 VA 156.0 aV 23.9,
0)C012k 770. NA * 157.5 MV 25.2
000014R 750. NA 0. MV* 114.5	 MV 29.J
00001', ..370. NA 1.0115 KV 134.5 MV 27.6
000O18R 450. NA 0. MV* 119.5 MV 29.2
0 1)7019R 390. 4A 0. MV* 123.5 MV 29.9
000020R 1.2 UA 0. MV* 119.0	 MV 28.6
000023 530. NA 939.5 V 130.5 MV 27.7
000025 8.0 UA 878.5 V 155.5 MV 21.9	 ^^
000030R 380. NA 0. MV* 127.0 MV 28.5














000011	 000012	 000OL4	 000018	 000019	 000020	 000030
I
h
^.'„^ ^	 !	 '# ^7 tom.! ^ 1^'t C^`J C=am G^ ""'3 !^ ^... ^ 1!^ !!^! ^"'^ ^
0ACS0505	 MFASU..RFMi-.NTS READOUT DETAIL	 DAic 07/18/78	 PAGE	 4
DEVICE
	
SJ6738"	 CCNTRCL 0	 = OS52JB
^ s
	LOT	 = 001
QL•ACOUT	 = 84	 --
'4EJEGT L I S"
EL£CT;'ICA- IC-JECT5	 -,
UNIT r Vi AFJ PAG'-	 PANAM PAGE	 PAf,AM PAGE	 PA44M PAGP	 CIARAM P.aG!	 PARAM PAGE




00001 , 10 U uCES	 2
00002 0 6'ICES	 T












.......,. _..- k ..	 .... _	 -	 ..	 ...
.:r'.-'^.:
F-7
^ACSCJUS MEASUrltMr-NlS- COVEr< a1it  t D	 3	 l8 PAD: I
My ICE = SJo7. C_UNTRUL OF	 = os`,	 - ShMPLE SIZE
LOT
	 = 001 , 'Rzi JECTS
k_AUUUT	 = w_. X REJECTED = .00 k




DESCRIPTION =	 t,Ph PL-99.784
is-7 PUNEk CYCLE ThEt-MAL SHOCK
FAAAME771; CCNDITTONS	 PAkm w	 TEST t LrMITS	 x FA_^W-.:. LJ: ('T CmITEK1 A .	 ..
ZICES	 l ^_.1	 001
-----	 - ^ M1P4 f	 - i _LtC 1 READING MEAN —	 oh0.411.2 NAMAX —	 CiU. UA G STD L&V =	 1.0311s07 UA
RVCE i _	 ....CSC.
	
GO;. -
M.N -	 600.	 v 0 zL:-CT k=ADING MEAN -	 939.0000 V





_LaL mEAUINt. Mr-AN 130.587W MV
• MAX =	 1.	 V 3 --Tu ULV =	 41002011 MV
."FE 3 00=.	 004












f]tVil^ = S.Af, Go CONTkUL 0	 ^L3T = 001READOUT
-
	 b;;
06003 L 1.;.	 45' UA. I.: 7._+ MYZ•=Q^^:•, 3b 4	 1. =	 14,N4f:5.0 NA Girl.:.	 Vs0,4.i.	 V 138.0 M y1:3.5 M y0s.-•:.[.40
--,
7r; r..0
	 NA W4.:	 V 114.0 MV L}. a.:SlGLGL4'2
of, i46 ='?-.5 NA1c.	 NA ^ 7.G'	 YE'[s4a	 Y 131 w5 MV 1.^UcliC4o 64tiQa
	 NA icy._	 V 1 19.:1 MVIca.G MV
2 .3
t	 G: 4 y
OC • .: :.f3 1.66'-!;	 l,A c. '.	 v«: "r.^ Mylts
2c.^
3".e. r,






`.6 F go 13	 v 114.0 MY :3OGG•:.5^ / ,0	 <h1.0.5	 Flt 9b»o	 Vfsx?._i	 v 119.0 MVi	 MVVC, GS 4f.-.5 NA i	 ai:	 V
















.^ mow_. _..._. 	





„^,<	 < _	 .,,^„„.
.,.. z _ s_. •.	





6­4 t--4 ik----4 t^
	 !1 C'!"'1 !!	 S".y ! 'J
	
1	 i +4 ^..^	 nfir
0X5050 `_► 	MEASURE 4 _94 7S COVER SHEET	 AAIE "J-06.178 	 PAGE 1	 1
DEVICE	 = SJ670att	 CI;NTROL / = USS238	 5AMP" ;;IZE	 =	 17
READOUT	 = 86	 X REJECTED	 =	 .00 X
TST CMPL	 G4/05/7$
SCR APT ion =____—_—W—t-i0—.7 POtA`ii CYCLE - 7tiERMAL SffOCK —
7i, CvCLES
ICES 1	 0r:1	 001
- —. . _ _	 —	 _ —	 h! ..^=--
	 - --- --	
- =-- #1 T^_ ^!! _3[ -- .-_w. -- —
	
!1EAni --- = 536 t_ 70 IrA
MAX -	 50. UA	 0	 3 STD DcV = 1.06 ♦ 1
-	 - MOH =	 SDL. Y -	 0
MAX -	 0	 3 STO D:V = 15=.4961? V
MIN =	 0	 f;LECT READING 	 MEAN	 = 130.67620 MV
MAX =	 1. V
	 .	 3 STD my =	 40.80827 MV
N E 3	 004	 004






































































































































































3 STD DEW ^= 10.423147
qt r t	 ^-- bow	 no"	 r.	 .^	 ^...
_	 pAC5050S _ -. _ 	 _ MEASURLMENTS COVER SHEET_
._._._..-
DATE 04/1?z7d _ . _PAGt -._ 1	 ---..__---_--
DEVICE	 = SJ6708H CONTROL 0	 = 0552:3b SAMPLE SIZE 17
LOT _ OOI- ^ N REJtCTS --- ---- — U
READOUT = 67 Rk-J CTED	 = .00 X
PRIOR = NOhE --- --- ---
TST CMPL = 04/l,./Th
DESCRIPTION = - — -NPN PL--,;,9.784




PAFM /	 TEST A LIMITS 1 FAILURE= (EJECT CkI1LRIA —^
^^E5 1	 001—	 001 _ _
MIN = 0 ELECT R E-ADIN6 MEAA	 =	 E17.9406 NA





-- —	 602	 002
MIN = 800. V 0 LLLCI k=ADING MLAN	 a	 938.Geal	 V






MIN = 0 ELECT RiRUING MEAN	 =	 130.97013 MV
-.	 ..__..	 -	 MAX._..= 1. Y
--	




LOACS0505 MEASUREMENTS kLADOuT DETAIL DATE 06/16/72 PAGE	 2
VEVIC-;- iJ670C3H CONTkOL d? 	= DE5236
LUT = 001
^' UNIT lc_s I BVCE5 YCES 2 HFE 3
000001 1*5 UA 960._.. Y. 1-800 M y 26.1
000003 420. NA 904o_	 V 132.0 mv 21.o
000007 430. NA 1.006 xv 120.0 MV 2.4 .4
000008 2.4 UA 98000	 v 167.0 KV 21*7
.000009 - -195 VA 930*5	 v .136*0 MV - 2.7..•9-..	 .	 .
000311 z. UA 917.0	 V I58.0 mv c3s4
000012 006.	 f+A I*Z07 KV 166s0 MV 25.9
000014 600.	 NA y10.	 V 1k3.0 MY 243.•3
000010-- ... 3200 NA 1. 0 07.1-__15Y- ._I :A o 5-, j4V 27.zl
000018 390. NA 944*0	 V 11605 MV 28
000019 350. NA 1.020 KY 134*5 MV
:6
26.9
000020 1.4 UA 1 .02 	 KV IZO .0 MV
000024-_-_---. bOO. NA ----142.5 M .V-
000026 6.	 UA 879o5	 V lb7.0 MV 21.9
000030 420. NA 2.0196 KV 1--7.0 mV L,7.,^o
000033 1*3 UA 912.0	 V 199.5 mv ?5.1
WORRIF
t-" Mum =:M M n_ . =-1 r=	 r—" wj"4 so"
--Ckt-6665	 PEA	 514iEf"	 VOTE C4121-/78	 PAGE	 I
D EV I CE 	sj670eH	 CCNTPCL, .0	 - C515 23!	 jAPFLE SIZE	 17
- eel	 rR REJECTS	 0
FEACCLI	 ea	 X '-p E '4E C T F D ' 	
--
000- Z
F F; I C F	 NE%F
-ST Con,	 04/2e/76
CESCPIFTTCN	 NF% r- L-59@7e4
B-7 PCOEN CYCLE If-EQIw AL SI-CCK
2 0 0 CY CLE '_
FAPAPETEC CCNDITICNS PARK 8 TEST 9	 L110175	 0 FAILURE5	 REJECT CFITEPIA
ICES I	 act	 eci
MIN =	 ELECT AEADING	 MEAN	 z	 e63s8 231 WA
W A X =	 50c LA	 0	 2 STD CEV w 1 * 92t1e24 VA
E%O CES	 CC2	 CC2
l
Ili a	 v	 0	 ELECT R^40ING	 NE.41N	 942.211,1t v
ax =  3 V
%OCEf 2	 003	 IO C3
jw Ilk
	0 	 ELECT rEAVING
MAX =	 I* V	 a	 3 $10 DEV	 40oloc MV
I.-FE
 3	 —00 4
MIN  =	 2ce	 C	 ELECT FEACING	 MEAN	 z 2 6 . 2 ^4 s
00 
.6 
X =	 too	 C	 3 STC VEV - 10.4i-; '4ev
C
4L
CACO505 MEASUREMENTS AEACCUT LET ► IL LATE -C4/27 /7@ PAGE	 2
-..-DEVICE = SJE7CFFt_ CCNTFCL - 0	 = CS`22P
LCT =	 CCI
FEACCLI =	 Ee
UNIT ICES-S___ EVCES VCE£ 2 1-FE	 3....
RQCC34 2.1 UA SC 2.F	 V !37•C MY 3C.0
00003 92 N Cot  Y 135.` MV ?C.9
000038 350. h  S5S.0	 Y lt7•C	 MV 22:0
dCC FI 40 620. NA 52E.5	 V 1122.`	 MV 3t.S
OCnr)42 4300 NA 54z•t	 V 1::.`	 MV 21.9
000046 47T. NA eE!.O
	 V 128.0	 MV 24.0
000042 1.7 LA 1•0CE9 KY 127•G	 Of 2P.4
000(1 49 2.3 UA E75.5	 V 145.°	 MV 24.5
0Cf+n50 SEG. NA 51E.0	 V 12E.E	 PV 2e.0
ongn151 57E. NA St 7.0	 V 124.5	 MV 2E.1;
0000 152 1.E.UA 472.0	 V !1`_•2_	 MV 25.8_
0000153 475. NA SEE.t	 V 1220.E	 MV 27.2	 -^
000054 3EC. NR e?1.!	 V I2E.0	 MV 2f.9
OORn55 32C• NA S!7.'	 V 12E.c	 YV 21.E
0000tt 6 430. h  StS.°_	 V 116.0	 MV 2L'.2
OCC060 35C9 NA 1.ecsf	 NV 128.15 MV 2E.E
OnOCE3 480. NA 1.03Cd	 kV 172.`_	 MV 2`.0
J
E L-7--
QAC503O5 MEASUREMENTS COVER SMEET	 DATE 05/16/78 PAGE 1
DEvIC= = SJ6708M 40NTRUL e	 = asa2sd SAMPLE SIZE	 = 17
_LOT	 -= 001 N REJECTS	 !F  0__ _-
READOUT	 = 69 % REJECTED	 = .00 %







B-7 F-urLR CYCLE THERMAL SHOCK
5 00 CYCLES
PARAME I r-k CONDITIONS	 PAkM • TEST 6 -..-__JUMILTS 0 FAILUkES-
	
xEJLCT CRITERIA ._.
ICES 1 OOI 001
MIN__ =_^.	 -__ _.. 0 ELECT READING _MEAN	 _.__ s ?61.7c.^^t^A
MAX
	
=	 SO. UA 0 3 STD DEV = 2.0449968 UA
BVCES _	 _QQ{ _ 002 -------	 _ -.. _^ - ----	 --- —..__.-
MIN	 -	 800• V O ELECT READING MEAN	 m 44102058	 V
MAX	 s O 3 STD DEV = 154.20503	 V
VCES 2 003 003
MIN	 = 0 ELECT READING MEAN	 = 130.8b791 MV
MAX	 =	 1. V 0 3 STD DEV = 39.11177 MV
hWE 3 004 004
MIN	 =	 20. 0 ELECT READING MJ1N	 = 26.08aL9S




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































QACS0615	 MEASUREMENTS COVER SHEET	 DATE -17/06/78	 E I
D 
111 CE	 = SJ6706M	 CO	 L 0 = CS5238	 SAMPLE SIZE =	 17	 -
Ot	
= ?Q.1 - ----._
	 ____ i REJECTS ----_ _ :	 0	 :
RFADQlT	 90	 x REJECTED	 =	 000 x
TST CMPL	 = 07/01/78
DESCRIPTIGN+	 MPN PL-99.784
-	 -- -- — 0-7 P011EA CrCLE -tWLW XL-SHOCK
VIBRA TION VARIABLE FREQUENCY
TABLE 4 LIMIT 1





NIHe =	 -	 _- ------ 0
	
ELECT READING__.._ 	 _.T^.---.-_ --^ ^ -- ---=--^:8117 -ice _UA._^
	










0	 ELECT READING	 MEAN	 = 826.8SP3 V
	
MAX =	 0	 3 STD DEW = 66.QI277 V




MIN =	 0	 ELECT READING	 MEAN	 133.73494 MV
NFE 3	 004	 004
----	 - --- -- 
-^ _. M1M
---^	 -- 2P.e--	 --- - 0	 'ELECt PRADING
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